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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this multiple case study was to discover and compare teacher beliefs of
elementary teachers in Title I schools to elementary teachers in Non-title I schools. Two theories
guided this study, Kegan’s Constructive Development Theory (CDT) and Bandura’s Theory of
Self-Efficacy. Together the two theories provided a framework for how adults think and form
beliefs that influence their decisions and behaviors. This qualitative research sought to answer
the following questions: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about themselves
as teachers, compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about themselves
as teachers? What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about student learning,
compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about student learning? Ten
teachers agreed to participate in the study, eight from a Title I school and two from a Nontitle I
school. The participants in the study are all employed by the same school corporation. Data
collection methods were focused interviews, asynchronous discussions and online reflections.
Data analysis included memoing and coding, HyperRESEARCH and triangulation. Each source
of data was memoed and coded separately to determine the frequency of common codes in that
source. The most repeated codes of each source were then loaded into HyperRESEARCH for
triangulation and to determine the codes most frequently shared among sources.
HyperRESEARCH was also used to make comparisons between Nontitle I and Title I data. This
research concluded that there are no significant differences between the beliefs of Title I teachers
and Nontitle I teachers, however, they do have different stresses and successes due to the
differences in the types of students they are teaching.

Keywords: teacher beliefs, student learning, Title I, Nontitle I, effective teaching
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Overview
What we believe determines our reality not the other way around (Grayling, 2011). This
is true for persons of all ages, children and adults alike. It is true in all areas of life: marriage,
family, church, business, athletics, the workplace, medical system, criminal justice system,
politics and the educational system. This research sought to discover the beliefs of teachers.
What teachers believe about themselves as teachers and what teachers believe about students?
These beliefs determine that teacher’s reality in the classroom (Grayling, 2011). Effective
teaching requires much more than well-written lesson plans, efficient classroom organization and
the ability to follow the steps in the teacher’s manual. Educators who believe that their
instructional responsibility consists merely of dispensing information would do well to rethink
their teaching mission and reflect on the nature of their roles as educators of youth (Pajares,
2000).
This study compared the findings of teacher beliefs in Title I schools to the findings of
teacher beliefs in Nontitle I schools. The purpose of this research was twofold; first, to discover
teacher beliefs concerning themselves as teachers and concerning students and student learning,
and secondly, to compare and contrast the beliefs of teachers in Title I schools to teacher beliefs
in Nontitle I schools. The study sought to inform teacher professional development and
institutions of teacher education and practice. When a person changes their thinking they change
their beliefs. When they change their beliefs, they change their behavior (Rao, Asha, Rao, &
Vasudevaraji, 2009).
This research is important to administrators and anyone who hires teachers, to
universities that educate future teachers and most significantly, it is important to teachers
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themselves. Teacher practitioners can benefit from knowing what they believe, knowing how
these beliefs affect their students and student learning, and knowing when they need to change or
alter a belief to become a more effective teacher. This research explores two questions in two
different elementary schools and compares the findings: What do teachers believe about
themselves as a teacher? What do teachers believe about students and student learning? This
chapter contains a summary of the most relevant literature, assumptions of the researcher, the
problem and purpose statements and information on how this research is significant to the field
of education, teacher education and teacher professional development.
Background
Effective teaching is a widely researched topic and often alludes to the importance of
having an effective teacher in order to facilitate high achieving students. Attracting and retaining
high quality teachers is the single most important school related input to improving student
achievement (Cawelti, 1999). Research shows that student test scores raise when they are under
the guidance of an effective teacher (Burgess, 2015). Ineffective teachers cost school
corporations more money and more time than effective teachers (Yaluma, 2017). Clearly,
effective teachers matter. Teacher beliefs are a part of the foundation upon which effective
teachers are built.
History
Teacher beliefs, although not always considered an important construct, have always
been at the heart of effective teaching (Vartuli, 2005). The earliest educators pursued the
vocation of teaching due to beliefs they held concerning either the purpose of education, the need
for education or a belief that education could solve society’s problems (Gutek, 2011). Confucius
lived during a time of military conflict. He created his own school, 490 – 480 B.C., because he
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believed that education could serve as an agency of creating social stability (Gutek, 2011).
Although he taught hundreds of years ago and lived in a non-democratic society,
Confucius taught his students with encouragement and led by example. He taught the students
that they were not passively shaped by the power of supernatural beings but were active agents
continuously shaped through their own engagements (Jenco, 2017). To Confucius, the main
objective of being an educator was to teach people to live with integrity (Confucius, 2020).
Rousseau (1712-1778), although a controversial educational writer and theorist,
developed a child-centered learning approach that continues to influence early childhood
education today (Lindsey, 2016). His interest in education stemmed from his failure as a tutor to
two young boys whose personalities were vastly different, however, rather than blaming the
students for the learning failure he blamed the lessons and methods that he was given to teach
them (Gutek, 2011). His belief that the traditional methods and teaching practices stifled young
children’s curiosity and learning led him to study children and the way they learned which led to
his development of the child-centered naturalist approach to education (Gutek, 2011).
Rousseau’s educational system consists of a sequence of manipulations of the environment by
the tutor with the expectation that the child is to draw his own conclusions, as a result of his own
explorations (Bertram, 2018). His educational system aligns with his belief that children are
naturally inquisitive and that the best learning occurs when they are allowed to follow their
interests and discover concepts at their own pace.
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), believed in the general diffusion of knowledge and that
an educational system was required to accomplish the task (Gutek, 2011). The Founding Fathers
agreed with Jefferson that a flourishing democracy demanded an educated citizenry
(Baumgartner, 2019). This belief led Jefferson to develop a plan for a state system of schools in
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Virginia. The plan was not accepted at that time but it became an important document in later
years when the state was ready to establish public education (Smith, 2012). Two points of
disagreement resulting in failure of the plan’s acceptance were, who pays the cost of the
education and whether or not to make attendance compulsory (Smith, 2012).
When his plan for a state system of schools was rejected Jefferson focused his efforts on
higher education believing that if a state university could be established the momentum might
flow downward and stimulate the development of secondary and elementary schools (Gutek,
2011). His work in higher education eventually resulted in the founding of the University of
Virginia. Jefferson would later consider the university to be one of his three greatest creative
endeavors (James, 2002). His plans for public education at all levels included his belief that not
only the wealthy should be educated. He was adamant that all people should be educated and
that the top students, regardless of their family status, should be allowed to continue their
education at a higher level (Gutek, 2011).
Maria Montessori believed education started long before school age. Her first pupils
were 50 children ages 3-7 whose parents lived in the slums (Gutek, 2011). Based upon her
belief that young children learn through play and experience she allowed children to choose their
own materials and activities (Gutek, 2011). Montessori believed that kindergarten should be a
place where the child could live their educational experiences by freely acting and being
appropriately stimulated (Bosna, 2015). Montessori held many beliefs about the way children
learn (Montessori, 1967) and the purposes of education (Montessori, 1943). Her beliefs
concerning early childhood learning led to theories and practices commonly used in preschools
and kindergartens all over the world even today (Gutek, 2011).
Each of these educators held beliefs that guided their practice and their life’s work. They
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had beliefs, as do today’s educators, about the purpose or purposes of education and about the
practices and methods used to present the education. They tried ideas and when they
experienced failure, they tried something else (Gutek, 2011). They willingly changed or adjusted
beliefs as they matured as educators, sometimes slightly adjusting their belief to fit a new
situation (James, 2002).
Beliefs are the guiding principles in life that provide direction and meaning (Rao et al.,
2009). All teachers hold beliefs, however defined and labeled, about their work, subject matter,
roles and responsibilities (Pajares, 1992). Teacher beliefs have been studied for many years and
from many different angles, the difficulty lies in knowing how to apply the findings to current
teacher practices, especially for novice teachers. Research shows that regardless of what novice
teachers were taught in their pre-service courses, they tend to revert to the teaching practices they
observed during their years as students (Lortie, 1975).
This “apprenticeship of observation” (Lortie, 1975), speaks to the need for a discussion
among pre-service and beginning teachers concerning their personal experiences with teachers.
Reflection on the teachers they perceived to be good and those they perceived to be bad and why,
may prove beneficial to their practice (Spencer & Tyminski, 2004). Once these beliefs are
formed, individuals have a strong tendency to build casual explanations surrounding these beliefs
(Pajares, 1992). However, beliefs are a choice. People have the power to choose their beliefs,
the power to change their beliefs and the power to change the behaviors associated with their
beliefs (Rao et al., 2009). Therefore, the need to know and understand one’s beliefs is of utmost
importance for teachers who wish to improve their practice.
Research on teacher beliefs and their effect on students is gaining interest as America
deals with the failing schools as measured by test scores (Nicolaidou & Ainsow, 2003) and an
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exodus from the teaching profession (Hughes, 2012). Researchers are particularly interested in
the beliefs of highly effective teachers who succeed year after year in difficult schools. Three
highly effective teachers from one low performing school in California shared these beliefs; all
students can and will learn and this is a direct reflection of the teacher, professional learning
correlates to student success and appropriate instruction enables students to succeed (Schmid,
2018). It is interesting to note that each of these beliefs are a teacher responsibility, placing
ownership of the success or failure of student learning in the teacher’s hands rather than the
student.
Research suggests that teachers in urban areas, inner city schools and low SES schools
have different beliefs than teachers in high achieving, wealthier schools. Teachers in six urban
schools serving mostly African American children endorsed beliefs of a communal learning
environment, success of all students, teaching as giving back to the community and the
importance of students’ ethnicity (Love & Kruger, 2005). These beliefs contrast with the
teachers who taught in a school with a majority of high academic achieving students. Those
teachers viewed themselves as disseminators of knowledge and believed in drill and practice
(Love & Kruger, 2005).
Correlations between teacher-level expectations and teacher beliefs as measured by
questionnaires are small and non-significant, but studies generally show distinctive patterns
between teacher expectation and teacher beliefs (Rubie-Davis, Peterson, Sibley & Rosenthal,
2015). This supports previous research suggesting that what teachers say they believe does not
always align with their practice (Devine, Fahie & Mcgillicuddy, 2013). The construct of teacher
beliefs is clearly an integral component of education and one that may be undervalued by those
who hire teachers, those who design pre-service teacher education curriculums and those who
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implement professional development for current teachers.
Social
Effective teachers are the most important factor contributing to student achievement
(Stronge & Hindman, 2003). The current system of evaluating school effectiveness based upon
student achievement means that having effective teachers is paramount to school success.
School failure not only penalizes a child for life, it imposes high costs on society (OECD, 2012).
Effective schools affect everyone in the community starting with the economy. The economic
impact of achievement gaps in Pennsylvania’s high performing schools was researched and an
analysis of data estimated an annual cost to the state of $1 – 3 billion in lost earnings for students
in the low performance range (Karoly, 2015). It was estimated that the compounded effect on
economic growth ten years later could be a loss ranging from $12 – 27 billion, however, if the
gaps had been closed the projected economic gain to the state could have been between $22-44
billion (Karoly, 2015).
Schools that are low performing year after year eventually face the threat of closure. A
report published by the Center for Research in Education Outcomes (CREDO) stated that closure
of low performing, traditional public schools, that have not responded to alternative strategies, is
gaining traction across the country (CREDO, 2017). The immediate economic impact to the
community is loss of jobs for those employed at the school and taxpayer monies spent on closed
buildings. However, there are other consequences to communities when buildings close.
Steinberg and MacDonald (2018) studied the consequences of closing low performing urban
schools and found that academic achievement of displaced students who were sent to higher
performing schools increased but the academic achievement of current students was negatively
affected. This could possibly create tension in the community and the school climate.
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Research points to a correlation between high crime neighborhoods and low performing
schools. However, it is difficult to determine if the neighborhood causes the low performing
schools or the low performing schools cause the crime in the neighborhood (Laurito, Lacoe,
Schwartz, Sharkey & Ellen, 2019). There is research on both viewpoints. One study researched
the effects on crime after the closure of low performing urban schools and found significant and
substantive declines in crime; most notably the reduction in violent crimes in neighborhood
blocks surrounding the closed schools (Steinberg, Ukert & MacDonald, 2019). Another study
researched the engagement and achievement of students in low performing Chicago schools that
were also located in high crime neighborhoods and found that living in a violent neighborhood
affects student behavior, engagement and achievement as well as spilling over and influencing
the learning of other students (Burdick-will, 2019).
Effective teachers provide a higher quality education. Quality education enriches
peoples’ understanding of themselves and the world while raising their productivity, creativity
and involvement in society (Javed, Javed & Khan, 2016). Populations that are better educated
have less unemployment, reduced dependence on public assistance programs and greater tax
revenue; education also plays a role in reducing crime, improving public health and greater
involvement in political and civic engagements (Mitra, 2011).
Everyone, even those with grown or zero children, are affected by a community’s
schools. Teacher beliefs play a part in teacher effectiveness, the key ingredient to effective
schools (McMullen, 1999). This research seeks to provide information on teacher beliefs that
lead to quality educational practices and the methods and circumstances that help teachers
develop and change teacher beliefs for the betterment of everyone.
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Theoretical
Multiple theories can and have been used to study teacher beliefs. Researchers who wish
to study the teacher’s beliefs concerning her ability to teach use Bandura’s Self-efficacy Theory
(1986) which refers to an individual’s belief in his or her capacity to execute behaviors necessary
to produce specific performance attainments. This theory is used in several studies concerning
teacher self-efficacy, administrator self-efficacy and student self-efficacy (Pepper, Hodgen,
Lamesoo, Koir & Tolboom, 2018; Rich, Browning, Perkins, Shoop, Yoshikana & Belikov,
2018).
Research by Jerusalem and Mittag (1995) discovered that individuals who have high,
positive efficacy beliefs feel more challenged but less threatened by stressful conditions than
those with low self-efficacy. This finding could translate to education in the following way; a
teacher who believes they can teach every child to read will persevere even with a difficult
learner whereas a teacher who does not believe that she can teach every child to read may not
persevere in that task.
Self-fulling prophecy, developed by William Thomas (as cited in Merton, 1948) , refers
to the socio-psychological phenomenon of someone predicting or expecting something and the
prediction or expectation comes true because one believes it will; suggesting that beliefs
influence actions (Merton, 1948). Self-fulfilling prophecy theory is used in educational studies
concerning teacher expectations of student achievement (Blease, 1983; Saracho, 2006).
Vygotsky’s Space and Positioning Theory is used in many fields (Davydov & Kerr,
1995), but is best used in education when the researcher wishes to study the role of the teacher,
the role of the student or the role of a student in small groups (Mcvee, 2011). Positioning theory
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is the study of the nature, formation, influence and ways of change, of local systems, of rights
and duties as shared assumptions about them influence small-scale interactions (Hirvonen,
2016).

The theory was used in a study to examine what teachers think about student learning in

math (Wilson, Sztajm, Edigignton, Webb & Myers, 2017). Research investigating the teacher
and student roles in elementary science education used Vygotsky’s ideas to learn how preservice teachers’ opinions about the inquiry continuum changed over time (Biggers & Forbes,
2012).
Teacher beliefs heavily influence their practice by influencing the way they formulate
goals and define the tasks of teaching (Nespor, 1985). Theories of belief and self-efficacy, selffulling prophecy and positioning theory, and the research in which they are used inform this
study as explanations for why teachers do what they do. Teacher beliefs are powerful forces in
teachers’ decisions and actions which, influence learner achievement (Kaymakamogula, 2018).
Everything a teacher says and does has the ability to influence their students so it is important for
teachers to be aware of their beliefs to ensure their actions are beneficial to their students.
Situation to Self
My paradigm for this research is cognitive constructivism with a biblical worldview.
Cognitive constructivism seeks to enable learners to acquire and create new knowledge by
actively constructing knowledge on foundations of previous knowledge (Baker, Wright,
Mylopoulos, Kulasegaram & Ng, 2019). Biblical worldview holds that God created the world to
enable humans to unfold reality’s potential (Brummelen, 2002). When humans fell into sin God
created the need for redemption (Greene, 1995). The understanding that God is the ultimate
truth and that He created all persons as a unique and valuable individual guide my teaching and
research practices. I am motivated to conduct this study because I believe that effective teaching
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is not only rooted in learning methods or knowledge but in learning about students; their
individuality, their purpose and abilities and helping them develop into what they were created to
become. I do believe that teachers need knowledge content, organizational skills, classroom
management skills and the ability to effectively present a lesson, however, these are skills that
can be taught to most educated persons. I view teaching as a calling and therefore am interested
in beliefs that are more inherent to those called to the teaching profession. Beliefs in the value of
all learning experiences, even those that cannot be measured, beliefs that all students can learn
but all students may not need to learn everything and the belief that education is meant to
develop productive citizens and is not simply “job training”.
Epistemological assumptions guiding my research are constructivist and social
constructivist in nature. I believe learning is an active process, that each person interacts with
the learning process in different ways due to their past experiences and that learning is a
collaborative process that serves to integrate learners into society. Axiological assumptions will
affect my research as I have Judeo-Christian values and personal experiences that will influence
this research. God created the earth and all that is in it, every person has a purpose and can learn,
every person is created either male or female and my purpose as an educator is first and
foremost, to point students and colleagues towards Jesus. The ontological assumption is that
reality is subjective as seen by participants in the study; it is not my opinion of reality. A
rhetorical assumption is that I will seek to report reality through the eyes and experiences of the
participants in an informal and personal voice.
Problem Statement
All teachers hold beliefs (Pajares, 1992). Beliefs of individuals are created by mental
processes that involve perception, attention, valuation and storage as well as up-dating of
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information (Seitz, Paloutzian, & Angel, 2017). Beliefs determine what a person does, how he
does it, and how he views his accomplishments in relation to the rest of the world (Hoffman,
2015). Beliefs can lead to both positive and negative outcomes.
Research on teacher beliefs concerning the characteristics of creative children
discovered that teachers had several misconceptions about the characteristics of creative
children, which unfortunately led to teachers concealing creative potential in some children
(Paek, Sumners & Sharpe, 2019); this study is an instance of teacher beliefs causing a negative
reaction. Teacher beliefs play a role in teacher agency. One study concluded that current teacher
beliefs are strongly oriented to the here-and-now but lack encompassing beliefs about the wider
purpose and meaning of schooling (Biesta, Priestly & Robinson, 2015). This study is an
example of teachers not being aware of the end result of their beliefs.
A study of preservice language teachers and their beliefs about grammar teaching on
which to base their practice, Graus and Coppen (2015) discovered that the student teachers were
reluctant to deviate from the traditional model of grammar teaching. This despite the teacher
educators’ best efforts to educate the preservice teachers on the best practices and latest research
on grammar teaching methods. This study corroborates with decades old theory that teacher
practices are heavily influenced by their experiences in classrooms as students, more so indeed,
than by their formal training and teacher candidates must be freed from the unconscious
influence of their past by thoroughly examining them in the future (Lortie, 1975).
Current research on teacher beliefs tends to focus on content area such as technology,
mathematics or language. Research on teacher beliefs in low performing schools, alternative
schools or with special needs students also exists but there is limited research on teacher beliefs
in elementary schools. This is problematic as elementary teachers set the foundation for a child’s
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education. Self-esteem is well established by the time students enter kindergarten (Cvencek,
Greenwalk & Meltzoft, 2016). Children develop their beliefs about themselves as a student,
their beliefs about teachers and their beliefs about school in general during their elementary
years. The impact of failure in the elementary years is considerably negative (Chohan, 2016).
This study seeks to add to research on teacher beliefs by filling in the gap of teacher beliefs in
elementary schools.
The problem is identifying teacher beliefs about teacher self-efficacy, student learning
and the purposes of education in Title I schools and comparing those beliefs to the beliefs of
elementary teachers in Non-title I schools. This study used a multiple case study design to
examine teacher beliefs about teacher self-efficacy,student learning and the purposes of
education in Title I schools and a Non-Title I schools. This study allowed the researcher to
compare teacher beliefs in differing school climates.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this multiple case study was to discover the teacher beliefs of elementary
teachers in Title I schools and compare them to the beliefs of teachers in Non-Title I schools. At
this stage in the research, teacher beliefs will be generally defined as tacit and often
unconsciously held assumptions about themselves as teachers, about student learning and about
the purposes of education (Kagan, 2010). The theories that guided this study are Cognitive
Development Theory (Kegan, 1994) and Self-efficacy Theory (Bandura, 1977). CDT (Kegan,
1994) delineates the stages of adult cognitive development SET (Bandura, 1977) explains how
self-efficacy is established or produced so that teachers can advance in cognitive development.
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Significance of the Study
This study will add to the current research on teacher beliefs. This research will be
significant to teacher educators, administrators, teachers those who create professional
development for teachers. The research will provide material for professional development that
teachers should find interesting and valuable.
Practical
The practical significance of this study is it can save school corporations money. Instead
of purchasing expensive programs and software packages to improve student achievement or
evaluate teachers, professional development directors could inform teachers and administrators
about teacher beliefs and increase awareness of the relationship between beliefs and behaviors
and achievement. Teachers will be interested in a simple way to improve practice simply by
being aware of their thought processes and their beliefs. One method of accomplishing this task
is an in-service workshop on improving teacher self-efficacy. This method was the subject of
research on both special and general education teachers and was found to have a positive effect
on teacher self-efficacy and student learning; teachers with high self-efficacy are devoted to
teaching and have more enthusiasm which leads to better teacher skills (Tzivinikou, 2015).
Empirical
This study will be similar in method to other case studies on teacher beliefs (Biestra,
Priestly & Robinson, 2015; Spruce & Bol, 2015) as it seeks to discover the impact teacher beliefs
has on students. Closely related studies include research concerning teacher beliefs when
assigned to teaching tasks for which they feel unprepared (De Smul, Heirweg, Van Keer, Devos
& Vandevelde, 2018; Steinbach & Stoeger, 2016). Research on irrational teacher beliefs found
that teachers who retired from teaching due to stress on the job, scored higher on subscales of
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Self-downing and Low Frustration Tolerance than teachers still teaching (Bernard, 2015).
Research concerning teacher beliefs can benefit teachers of all ages and disciplines. Research on
a “lesson study style” of teacher professional development found that developing a professional
habitus will allow inappropriate beliefs to be changed by informed knowledge. This same study
also found that teachers’ decisions and actions are strongly rooted in their unconscious beliefs
and that reflecting on one’s beliefs and their origin creates awareness that can lead to lasting
change (Mayrhofer, 2019). This research can add to the body of knowledge concerning valuable
teacher professional development that results in increased teacher effectiveness.
Theoretical
Kegan’s Cognitive Development Theory (year) is a stage theory explaining the cognitive
development of individuals from birth throughout adulthood. It consists of six stages beginning
at birth. Research indicates that only 20-30% of adults reach leave Stage 3 meaning 70-80% of
adults live their entire adult life in the “interpersonal balance” stage (Erikson, 2006). People in
this stage see needs as objects and can regulate for competing needs but they are embedded in
relationships, roles and rules, their “self” is defined by society (Kegan, 1994). Persons in this
stage experience stress when required to think outside of their tradition, “that’s the way I was
brought up” or “that’s the way it’s always done” mentality. Persons in Stage 3 operate well
under, and prefer, authority-based leadership (Kegan, 1994).
This research extends the Cognitive Development Theory, most often used in counseling
disciplines and the medical field, to the field of education. The CDT helps explain and define
how the majority of teachers, specifically teachers with ten or less years of experience,
developed their beliefs and practices. The theory implies that their beliefs and practices are
founded on their past experiences, what society tells them and their perception of how the
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administrator expects them to teach (Kegan, 1994). Teachers in this stage can be challenged to
think about why they teach the way they do, to be self-reflective and to compare what beliefs are
working for them and what beliefs might be more helpful (Kegan, 1994).
Cognitive Development Theory was recently used in a neuroscience study that researched
the relationship of adult cognitive development to constructs such as; being aware of one’s self,
being aware of one’s beliefs and desires and being aware of one’s mental state (Girgis, Lee,
Goodarzi & Ditterich, 2018). Cognitive Development Theory was also used in an article
researching the mindset of university practitioners. The purpose was to explore faculty mindsets
concerning the implementation of new technology practices (Stewart & Wolodko, 2016). This
research can provide new applications for the theory as it can explain the need for studying and
advancing teacher beliefs and some guidelines for facilitating the change in beliefs.
Research Questions
Title I schools are defined as schools with 75% or more of the student population
qualifying for free or reduced lunch (U.S. Department of Education, 2002). The types of
students generally served in Title I schools are migrant students, limited English speaking
students, homeless students, students with disabilities, neglected students, delinquent students
and at-risk students (U.S. Department of Education, 2002). Poverty limits educational
opportunities and advantages even before children attend school (Brown & Medway, 2007).
Teaching in a Title I school clearly presents more challenges yet these teachers are subject to the
same testing standards and evaluation standards as teachers in Non-title I schools.
The research questions for this study are as follows:
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RQ1: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about themselves as
teachers as compared with what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about
themselves as teachers?
Teachers must have or develop self-efficacy (Bandura, 1981) about their teaching
abilities. It is essential for student success that teachers believe in themselves. Teachers must
believe that they can teach every student; the teacher must understand that they are a change
agent (Rocane, 2015). Teachers need to exhibit self-confidence in their teaching to enable
students to be self-confident in their learning. Research has shown that self-efficacy of teachers
who work with at-risk students or special needs students is higher than teachers in regular
general education classrooms (Hamre & Pianta, 2008; Gus, Justice, Sawyer & Tompkins, 2011).
RQ2: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about student learning as
compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about student learning?
A multiple case study of highly effective teachers in low achieving schools found that all
participating teachers believed that every student could and wanted to learn (Schmid, 2018). The
teacher’s belief in every student’s ability to learn and make progress is imperative (Rocane,
2015). Teachers need to communicate this belief to the students and use this communication to
build a relationship with the student (Hamre & Pianta, 2001).
RQ3: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about the purposes of
education as compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about the
purposes of education?
One of the most important bases for a teacher to have before he or she can be expected to
teach for purpose is an understanding of his or her own purpose (Damon, 2008). Teachers
around the world should be explicitly educated for competencies that make purposeful and
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purpose-oriented teaching possible (Tirri, Moran & Mariano, 2016). Common “purposes” of
education include; teaching or transmitting a culture (Tirri, Moran & Mariano, 2016), helping
students find their “calling” in life (Damon, Menon & Bronk, 2003), educating the “whole” child
(Darling-Hammond, Flook, Cook-Harvey, Barron & Osher, 2019), social reconstruction and
civic participation (Seymour, 2015), teaching core concepts that are important to everyone
(Seymour, 2015) and preparing workers for the workplace (Sloan, 2012).
Definitions
1. Teacher beliefs – a mixture of thoughts, beliefs, perceptions and values about their roles
as educators, education and how students learn (Vartuli, 2005).
2. Effective Teaching – an interaction between instructor subject-matter knowledge and
teaching (pedagogical) ability (Bulger, 2002).
3. Self-efficacy –the belief in oneself to perform the necessary tasks to attain a certain
outcome (Bandura, 1977).
4. Purpose – the stable and generalized intention to accomplish something that is both
meaningful to the self and of intended consequence to the world beyond the self (Damon,
Menon & Bronk, 2003).
Summary
Teacher beliefs affect students and their learning. Teacher beliefs influence the way the
teacher manages the classroom, handles discipline, delivers lessons and the extent to which
student-teacher relationships are developed. The problem is teachers may be unaware of their
beliefs and the effect their beliefs have on their students and the process of education in their
classroom. The purpose of the multiple case study was to discover the teacher beliefs of
elementary teachers in Title I schools and Non-title I schools. Comparisons were made and
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differences and likenesses evaluated. The findings will impact teacher education, teacher
professional development and hopefully, the teachers themselves.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
The fact that teacher effectiveness is paramount to student success is well-documented
(Burgess, 2015; Cawelti, 1999; Stronge, Ward, Tucker & Hindman, 2008; Yaluma, 2017), as is
the fact that teacher effectiveness is linked to teacher beliefs (Bernard, 2017; Pajares, 1992;
Rocane, 2015; Schmid, 2018). This research explores the teacher beliefs that promote student
achievement and the beliefs that inhibit student achievement. The implications of the research
are intended to inform pre-service teacher education and teacher professional development. The
theories used to guide the study are Kegan’s (1994) Constructive Development Theory and
Bandura’s (1977) Self-Efficacy Theory. Kegan’s theory delineates the stages of adult cognitive
thinking, this will help make sense of data as we explore teacher beliefs among teachers of
various ages, ethnicities, experience levels and positions. The use of Kegan’s (1994) theory helps
individuals understand why they think the way they do and helps educators understand how to
frame instruction so it fits the stage of thinking that identifies with the students. Bandura’s
(1977) theory provides the basis for understanding how beliefs are formed and how they may be
changed. Teacher education programs often spend more time on content and methods than
philosophy, as teachers gain experience they develop philosophies and beliefs but are often
unaware of them and the affect they have upon their teaching practice. Related literature
discusses current knowledge of teacher beliefs and adult thinking. The current research is linked
to the purpose of this study which is to compare teacher beliefs in a Title I elementary school to
teacher beliefs in a Nontitle I elementary school. Research concerning teacher beliefs in
elementary schools in general education classrooms is lacking and this study seeks to fill in this
gap.
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Theoretical Framework
The purpose of this section is to briefly review major theories related to the study of
teacher beliefs and describe the theories that guide the study. An understanding of the theories is
necessary to correctly align the study and to make meaningful conclusions from the data.
Research on teacher beliefs is loosely grouped by examining how teacher beliefs are formed,
how teacher beliefs affect practice and how teacher beliefs are changed. There is considerable
overlap of theories among research concerning teacher beliefs with Albert Bandura’s SelfEfficacy Theory being used as either the leading theory or a companion theory in nearly every
study concerning teacher beliefs.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of the theories that will be used in the proposed
research; Kegan’s Constructive Development Theory and Bandura’s Theory of Self-Efficacy.
Constructive Development Theory is generally used to explain how adults develop intellectually
which includes the forming of beliefs and values. Albert Bandura’s (1977) Theory of SelfEfficacy is used to explain how teacher beliefs about themselves as teachers affects their
practices and ultimately student learning. The use of these two theories combined should allow
for a thorough examination of teacher beliefs about themselves as teachers and about student
learning.
Review of Related Theories
The effect of teacher beliefs on teacher practice in certain academic disciplines appears to
be the most commonly studied angle of teacher belief research. This line of research
concentrates on subject areas generally known to cause stress and anxiety for many teachers.
Numerous studies have been conducted at various educational levels on teacher beliefs and math
(Anders & Rossbach, 2015; Bulut & Topdemir, 2018; Heyder, Weidinger, Cimpian &
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Steinmayr, 2020; Upadyaya & Eccles, 2014). Teacher beliefs and science education is the topic
of several studies (Anderson & Moeed, 2017; Fitzgerald, Dawson & Hacklin, 2013; Markic &
Eilks, 2010; Sensoy & Yildirim, 2018). Technology and teacher beliefs concerning its use
during practice as well as teaching technology to students has been widely researched (Abu Al
Rub, 2015; Kim, C., Kim, M., Lee, Spector & DeMeester, 2013; Leem & Sung, 2019; Nelson &
Hawk, 2020).
Research on teacher beliefs is supported by several theories and companion theories such
as those that explain motivation, self-efficacy and expectations. It is also noteworthy to mention
that every study included in this research is based on a constructivist paradigm. Cognitive
learning theory was used to determine that teachers are influenced by their pupils’ cognitive
development when choosing their teacher practices (Salo et al., 2015). Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory was used to explain the effective practice of four primary science teachers (Fitzgerald et
al., 2013). Technology Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) model is based on the
need for teachers to be highly trained in technological knowledge infused with their discipline’s
pedagogical content. The model was used in a study of pre-service science teachers with
positive results (Sensoy & Yildirim, 2018). Researchers in South Korea examined teacher
beliefs and technology acceptance of smart mobile devices (SMDs) using Davis’s Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) (Leem & Sung, 2019).
Theories recurring in studies concerning teacher beliefs were Constructivist Theory
(Bruner, 1960), Self-Efficacy Theory (Bandura, 1977), Teacher Identity Framework (Britzman,
2003), Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1985) and Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, Ross,
D. & Ross, S, 1961). Constructivist Theory (Bruner, 1960), describes learning as an active
process in which learners construct new ideas based upon current knowledge. Bruner’s theory
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also introduced still widely used concepts of “making meaning” and “spiral curriculum” (Bruner,
1960). Often used in research concerning academic disciplines that lend themselves to “handson” activities, the Constructivist Theory is useful in research of all angles pertaining to teacher
beliefs.
Constructivist Theory (Bruner, 1960) was used in a study of pre-service science teachers
seeking to examine the relationship between conceptual understanding, self-efficacy and
outcome expectancy beliefs (Bleicher & Lindgren, 2005). Another study seeking to understand
how the teacher’s choice of teaching methods are influenced by the level of the pupil’s cognitive
development (Salo Uibic, Ugaste & Rasku-Puttonen, 2015) also framed their research with
Constructivist Theory (Bruner, 1960). Research examining teacher beliefs about student and
teacher centeredness in chemistry and other science domains (Markic & Eilks, 2010) also used
Bruner’s Constructivist Theory (1960).
Self-efficacy Theory (SET), a sub-theory of the Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura,
1986), has had considerable influence on research, especially in the fields of education and
clinical practice (APA, 2020). Social Cognitive Theory’s (Bandura, 1986) basic premise is that
people learn not only through their own experiences, but by observing the actions of others and
the result of those actions (Bandura, 1986). A key construct of the SCT affecting the sub-theory
SET, is reciprocal determinism (Bandura, 1986). Reciprocal determinism means that a person
can be both an agent for change or a responder to change (APA, 2020). Albert Bandura first
defined self-efficacy as an individual’s belief in his or her capacity to execute behaviors
necessary to produce specific performance attainments (Bandura, 1977).
Since the publication of Bandura’s self-efficacy theory 34 years ago, the tenets of selfefficacy have extended far beyond psychology, reaching into health, medicine, social and
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political change, psychopathology, athletics, business and international affairs (Artino, 2012).
Self-efficacy Theory is useful when examining beliefs of pre-service teachers (Ekinci, 2012;
Garvis, Twigg & Pendergast, 2011; Knoblauch & How, 2008). One’s efficacy beliefs have been
shown to powerfully predict choice of task, effort persistence and ultimately, level of success
achieved (Bandura, 1986).
Teacher identity has been defined in many ways but can be summed up as a teacher’s
belief on “how to be”, “how to act” and “how to understand their work and place in society”; it is
not fixed or imposed and is negotiated through experience (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). A
simpler definition of teacher identity is broken down into four dimensions: voice, biography,
emotions and institutional structures (Britzman, 2003). Teacher identity is a theoretical
framework rather than a theory (Bosse & Torner, 2013). This framework was used in a study
seeking to understand changes in teacher beliefs and identity formation among three novice
teachers in Hong Kong (Huang, Wang & Teng, 2019). Teacher identity framework was used to
understand how long-serving teachers in challenging schools had to engage in identity work as
the educational system changed from the 1980’s to the present; as the human element gave way
to the commodified experience (McIntyre, 2010).
Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1985) is based on the premise that individuals make
logical, reasoned decisions to engage in specific behaviors by evaluating the information
available to them (Asare, 2015). This theory is most often used to predict human behavior in
medical or social science research but occasionally it is used in education. Theory of Planned
Behavior was used to explore the beliefs of chemistry teachers implementing a new teaching
approach (Vaino, Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2013).

A year-long study examining the effect of
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school experience and practice teaching courses on pre-service chemistry teaches’ beliefs also
used TPB to provide a framework a (Boz, Ekiz-Kiran & Kutuw, 2019).
Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) posits that learning occurs in a social context with a
dynamic and reciprocal interaction of the person, environment and behavior (Bandura, 1986).
SCT was used to synthesize research discussing how teacher’s practice and student learning are
affected by perceptions of collective efficacy (Goddard, Hoy, W. & Hoy, A., 2004). Social
cognitive theory was also used in a study of the predictability of teachers’ belief that math
requires innate ability on intrinsic motivation among low-achieving students (Heyder,
Weidinger, Cimpian & Steinmayr, 2020). The theories used in research concerning teacher
beliefs are closely related to one another and generally share two viewpoints, constructivism and
social learning. This section reviewed some of these theories and the studies in which they are
used; following is a review and description of the theories that will guide this proposed research.
Constructive Development Theory
Constructive Development Theory is a stage theory of adult development that focuses on
the growth and elaboration of a person’s ways of understanding the self and the world (Baker,
Drath, McCauley, O’Connor & Pulus, 2006). Robert Kegan’s theory (1994) explains how
humans grow and change over the course of their life. The theory is based on Piagetian
constructivism. Piaget (1952) is well-known for his Stage Theory of Cognitive Development in
children. He identified four stages of how a child’s mind processes new information and posited
that children progress through the stages into adulthood (Gutek, 2011). Kegan (1994) used
stages to explain how adults regularly and progressively make meaning as they encounter new
and challenging environments (Eriksen, 2006).
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Piaget’s (1952) childhood developmental stages are linked to age: sensorimotor stage is
birth to two years, preoperational stage is two to four years old, concrete operations is seven to
eleven years old and formal operations is eleven to fifteen years old, (Gutek, 2011). Adult
cognitive development is not linked to age. Kegan’s theory (1994) concerns itself with regular,
progressive changes in how individuals make meaning or know epistemologically; therefore, the
stages do not differentiate among the content of a person’s experiences or how they do things but
by the principles which they construct and use to organize their thinking (Eriksen, 2006).
Piaget (1952) believed all children move through the stages in the same order at
approximately the same ages. It is important to note that as children progress through the stages
they are not simply adding more knowledge to their existing knowledge, there is a fundamental
change in “how” they think about the knowledge they have (Baker, 2014). This is important
because it leads into Kegan’s (1994) Theory of Adult Cognitive Development, which is totally
absorbed in how one thinks and processes the environment around them. During Piaget’s (1952)
4th stage, formal operations, abstract thought emerges and teens begin to think about moral,
philosophical, social and political issues (Baken, 2014) as they become young adults. It is well
established, that cognition continues to develop after Piaget’s final stage of formal operations
(Ditterich, Girgis, Goodarzi & Lee, 2018).
Piaget’s (1952) formal operations stage is similar to Kegan’s (1994) second stage of adult
cognitive development. People in this stage view other people as a means to get their own needs
met, they care about how others perceive them but only because those perceptions may have
consequences for them (Kegan, 1983). Individuals in Kegan’s (1994) third stage have a socially
determined sense of self-meaning, their identity is based on the real or imagined expectations of
others. Stage 4 is reached when a person’s sense of self is determined by values that they have
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authored for themselves (Kegan, 1983). People in this stage are able to balance their different
roles rather than being subject to their roles (Kegan, 1994).
Research shows that only 2-3% of adults reach stage 4 (Greenwald, 1991; Roy, 1983;
Sonnenschein, 1990). Majority of adults operate in stage 3. They are good productive citizens,
they have friends and a meaningful life based on clear ideas (Eriksen, 2006). The generally live
out the ideals and values they inherited from their families and environment during childhood
and they possess the mentality “that’s the way I grew up” and great stress may be experienced if
they are required to think outside of their traditions (Eriksen, 2006). People in stage 4 do not feel
stress when required to think outside their traditions. They have the ability to step back and
generate a personal authority on which to make decisions and evaluate claims (Girgis et al.,
2018).
It is estimated that only 1% of adults achieve stage 5 where their sense of self is no longer
bound to any particular aspect of themselves of their history, which allows them to focus on the
flow of their life (Kegan, 1982). People in this stage not only operate with-in a self-authored
belief system but they are able to see the limits of their own system as well as the limits of other
systems. In this way, the person has a deeper understanding of both the costs and benefits
inherent to each system (Girgis et al., 2018).
Constructive Development Theory informs this research because it offers an explanation
for how adults develop, implement and change their beliefs as they mature from one stage to the
next, of adulthood. Novice teachers often describe their first teaching job as a shocking
experience, “survival mode” (Caspersen & Raaen, 2013). Stage 3 of Kegan’s theory, labeled
post adolescence, encompasses most novice teachers; we know this based upon the approximate
age of this stage in Kegan’s research as well as the fact that 78% of adults identify with this stage
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(Erikson, 2006). According to this stage theory, novice teachers are basing their teacher identity
upon their perceived and/or real expectations of others, administrators, colleagues, parents and
students. It is difficult to be mindful of developing their teacher identity as they find themselves
overwhelmed with practical and technical problems (Caspersen & Raaen, 2013).
Based upon Kegan’s (1994) research it is known that most adults never progress past
stage 3, they spend their entire career working under and for the expectations and adulations of
others, possibly because they are uncertain of their own identity in their profession. Uncertain
teachers tend to follow a routine and are less likely to take risks (Lortie, 1975). This fear impedes
the development of their teacher identity, knowing what they believe and why they believe it.
Incorporating this theory into research concerning teacher beliefs will be useful in analyzing the
research data and aide in making sense of teacher beliefs; how they may need to change and to
continue to developing them. Constructive Development Theory provides a framework for
effective progressive development concerning teacher beliefs.
Self-Efficacy Theory
Albert Bandura’s (1977) Self-Efficacy Theory is used to explain how teachers meet the
constantly changing expectations in their field. Each person has tools available to them for
“influencing events and instigating changes in their lives but nothing is more powerful than the
person’s beliefs in their self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). Self-efficacy is defined by Bandura
(2008) as the belief in one’s ability to influence events that effect one’s life and control over the
way these events are experienced. In an educational context, teacher self-efficacy is the
teachers’ personal or self-perceived belief in her ability to plan instruction and accomplish
instructional objectives (Gavora, 2010). Teacher self-efficacy differs from teacher competence.
Teacher competence refers only to a teacher’s professional knowledge and skills (Gavora, 2010).
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However, research does indicate a positive relationship between teacher self-efficacy and teacher
competence (Alkan & Erdem, 2012; Ove, 2016).
Self-efficacy is itself a belief (Bandura, 1994), hence the reason for its close relationship
to the Constructive Development Theory and its importance in this research. Self-efficacy is
developed in four ways; successful personal accomplishments, vicarious experiences of
observing others being successful, social persuasion and instigating physiological changes in a
person (Bandura, 1977). Social persuasion entails one being motivated by the verbal persuasion
of others that the task can be accomplished and instigating physiological changes means
physically reducing a person’s stress reactions and altering their interpretation of their physical
state (Bandura, 1994). It is interesting to note, only one, of the four methods of developing selfefficacy, successful personal accomplishments, is accomplished by the individual alone. The
three other methods to develop self-efficacy are dependent or involved with society or other
people. However, mastery of experiences and personal accomplishments, is the most effective
way to create a strong sense of self-efficacy, success builds a robust belief in one’s personal
efficacy (Bandura, 1994).
The other three methods of creating self-efficacy, vicarious experiences, social
persuasion and physiological changes, are dependent upon others, which ties in with Kegan’s
Stage Three of Constructive Development Theory, the “person’s sense of self is socially
developed”. The person watches others be successful and believes “I can do that”, they are
encouraged and supported by others to accomplish the task or they submit themselves to
physiological treatment to accomplish the task. Regardless of which method is used, the person
accomplishes the task in a social context or with the approval of others. It is in this stage that
Kegan (1983) maintains most people live out their entire life. If one does not advance to Stage
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Four where sense of self is determined by values one authors or chooses for themselves, then it
may be difficult to establish one’s self-beliefs and self-efficacy. In the educational context, this
would include the teacher’s beliefs about herself as a teacher and her beliefs about student
learning.
The use of Constructive Development Theory and the Self-Efficacy Theory in
combination will allow for a thorough examination of teacher beliefs about themselves as
teachers and about student learning and possible explanations as to why teachers believe what
they believe. The research will fill a gap in the literature concerning the beliefs of elementary
teachers and the differences, if any, of teacher beliefs in a Title I school compared with teacher
beliefs in a Non-title I school.
Related Literature
Self-efficacy is a belief (Bandura, 2007) therefore, in a study concerning teacher beliefs,
it is necessary to explore the importance of teacher self-efficacy. Every teacher has a selfefficacy belief about herself as a teacher. Their beliefs may be positive or negative, or a
combination of positive and negative. They may not even be aware of their beliefs but the
beliefs are there. Teachers also have beliefs concerning students and student learning (Pajares,
1992). Understanding the nature of teacher beliefs requires first exploring the formation of these
beliefs.
The Formation of Teacher Beliefs
Human beliefs have been studied across many disciplines, psychology, philosophy, law,
medicine, religion, sociology and education. There is considerable congruence of definition
among the disciplines in that beliefs are psychologically held understandings about the world
that are felt to be true (Richardson, 1996). While teacher beliefs can and do change over time,
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the changes involved in the novice teacher’s transition from learner to teacher are particularly
massive (Huang, Wang & Teng, 2019). This transition is called “practice shock” (Day, 1999).
Practice shock is the disparity between the novice teacher’s vision of what the work
should be like and the reality of what the workday is (Day, 1999). Practice shock is not limited
to the teaching profession but is a somewhat universal phenomenon across various professions
including medical, engineering and social work (Caspersen & Raaen, 2013). Coping with
“practice shock” requires the novice teacher to lean on colleagues and mentor teachers as well as
mustering as much self-efficacy as possible. The link between personal agency and a teacher’s
efficacy beliefs lies in personal experience and a teacher’s ability to reflect on that experience
and make decisions about the future (Bray-Clark & Bates, 2003). Therefore, a teacher’s ability
to deal with the stresses of teaching are directly related to their level of self-efficacy; selfefficacy is largely developed through one’s personal “school” experiences and reflection time is
needed to learn and grow in one’s self-efficacy.
Teacher beliefs come from three sources: personal experiences of the teacher in general
and teaching in particular, teacher’s experience as a student and the teacher’s knowledge of the
school courses (Richardson, 1996). These three sources of beliefs parallel closely with the three
methods of building self-efficacy listed in Bandura’s Self-efficacy Theory (1977); personal
experiences or accomplishments as students, vicarious experiences as the student grows up
watching teachers succeed and fail, and social persuasion in which teacher candidates are taught
how to teach and which methods are most effective. Findings reveal that while teacher’s beliefs
were largely shaped in their prior school learning and teacher education, these beliefs are
reshaped a great deal by the real world and unfortunately have a more negative than positive
affect on teacher identity (Huang, Wang & Teng, 2019).
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Novice teachers have spent thousands of hours in a classroom by the time they stand
before their first class of students. Most of these hours were spent as a student under a variety of
teacher personalities, teaching methods, teacher beliefs and teaching styles. Direct observation is
the foundation for the majority of a novice teacher’s belief system (Lortie, 1975). This is
problematic as the novice teacher may or may not have experienced a high quality, diverse
education filled with critical thinking strategies, the latest technology and a strong philosophy
base allowing them to develop their own personal teaching philosophy. Although many teacher
education programs seek to accomplish the above tasks, ingrained beliefs generally endure
unaltered unless they are deliberately changed (Lasley, 1980).
Numerous studies show a strong relationship between one’s own school experiences and
their personal beliefs about teachers, the teaching profession and students. A study researching
teachers’ theories about children’s learning determined that the participants’ theories were
largely based on their own previous experiences (Anning, 1988). A case study indicated that
student teachers hold strong beliefs, both positive and negative, of the role of teachers, most of
which was based on direct observation (Britzman, 1991).
The beliefs that preservice teachers bring to their teacher education training serve as a
filter, guiding the way new information (coursework) is perceived and interpreted (Borg, 2006).
When educators investigate learner beliefs, it can lead to more effective instructional planning
and implementation (Altan, 2006). The benefits for learners who explore their beliefs about
learning are increased self-knowledge and autonomy (Altan, 2006). Preservice teachers use their
past experiences as filters through which they interpret the content of teacher education courses,
however, they tend to use the new information to reinforce rather than challenge prior beliefs
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(Kagan, 1992). Relevant studies show that it is difficult to change beliefs learned throughout
one’s life by direct observation (Mattheoudakis, 2007).
Teacher beliefs can be formed through the process of teaching and teacher education
courses (Richardson, 2006). Most pre-service teachers start their practicum with hopes and
expectations that are a result of preconceptions and beliefs learned in their coursework (Cole &
Knowles, 1993). Unfortunately, what seems to happen is when the student teachers begin their
teaching practice they often undergo a process of shattering those images and they default to preexisting beliefs formed by direct observation (Mattheoudakis, 2007). A study of pre-service
teachers in the first term of teacher training found no significant changes in teacher beliefs from
the beginning to the end of the term and teacher beliefs were closely aligned with the content and
philosophy of the program. However, in the second term when the pre-service teachers were in
real classrooms they developed an awareness of beliefs they already had and noticed that some
of their theoretically gained beliefs were not applicable in real classrooms (Debrelil, 2012).
Empirical research finds that teachers are likely to obtain most of their teaching concepts
from actual practice (Zahorik, 1987). Field experience, rather than classroom teaching, will play
a more decisive role in modifying prior beliefs (Calderhead, 1988). It is important for teacher
educators to guide student teachers as they experience changing belief systems or their preexisting beliefs my act as filters and only information consistent with their current beliefs will be
absorbed (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981). Researchers interviewed six middle-aged teachers
with an average teaching experience of eighteen years. The questions focused on development
and change of their beliefs and factors contributing to the changes. The teachers’ changed
beliefs were primarily the result of cumulative experience; dissatisfactory outcomes, internal
conflicts over specific situations and reflective teaching (Beijaard & deVries, 1997).
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How Teacher Beliefs Affect Students and Learning
Teacher beliefs have been found to influence every aspect of the classroom (Mansour,
2009). These aspects include the students, the atmosphere, the activities, the learning and the
teacher herself. Teachers who have a high sense of efficacy and act on it, are more likely to have
students who learn (Shaughnessy, 2004). They are less critical of student mistakes, work harder
with struggling students and tend to be more willing to take risks such as employing new
strategies, because of a reduced fear of failure (Knoblauch & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2008). Selfefficacy plays a major role in how teachers select assignments and activities, shapes their efforts
and perseverance when addressing certain challenges and their emotional response to stressful
situations (Prieto, 2003). Teachers with high self-efficacy levels are more open to new ideas,
show greater willingness to try new methods, are enthusiastic and more satisfied with their
teaching (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001).
Teachers with high levels of overall efficacy have students with higher perceived
learning levels than teachers with lower self-efficacy (Achurro & Villardon, 2012). Teachers
tend to teach according to their self-efficacy beliefs, confidence influences how much effort a
teacher invests in teaching (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). Knowing the influence
that teacher beliefs have on student teaching and learning, it is imperative that teacher training
programs and teacher professional development, create high levels of teacher self-efficacy
(Achurra & Villardon, 2012). Teachers with high self-efficacy are devoted to teaching, exhibit
greater levels of enthusiasm and therefore develop better teaching skills (Tzivinikou, 2015).
Once the perception of efficacy is established in a teacher’s belief system it tends to be stable
and resistant to change (Achurra & Villardon, 2012).
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Self-efficacy studies have occurred in many different fields including medicine, business,
psychology and education. The power of self-efficacy on learning, performance and motivation
is evident in each study regardless of the discipline (Hoy & Spero, 2005). Not only do teachers
need to be aware of their own self-efficacy beliefs but they must foster self-efficacy among their
students to help ensure the future success of their students. Teachers can increase student selfefficacy by setting high expectations, encouraging students and helping students change selfdepreciating beliefs about themselves (Brown & Medway, 2007).
Teachers have a greater impact on student achievement than socioeconomic background
or parental involvement (Haycock, 1998). This fact increases the importance of teacher beliefs
concerning students and student learning. Teachers need insight into the learning processes
occurring in their students minds and how their teaching interacts with these processes (Nuthall,
2004). One faulty belief sometimes held by teachers, is that if something is taught it should be
learned (Nuthall, 2004). If students do not learn, the problem is attributed to inadequacy of the
student but not to instruction (Stanilus & Floden, 2009).
The beliefs and behaviors of three teachers whose students consistently scored above the
state average, even though they were part of a failing school, were investigated and the findings
indicated that the teachers each held the following beliefs: all students could and would learn,
student learning is a direct reflection of their teaching, professional learning correlates to student
success and appropriate instruction enables students to succeed (Schmid, 2018). These are
examples of teacher beliefs that are the catalyst for student success. The teachers in this study
were described as relentless in their pursuit of every child passing the class; they taught and
retaught no matter how many times it took (Schmid, 2018). When teachers provide children
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with challenging tasks that can be mastered with support and encouragement, they build beliefs
of competence that eventually become a habit of thinking (Pajares, 2001).
Negative teacher beliefs can have a negative impact on the teacher herself, on students
and on student learning. A lack of teacher beliefs causes a negative impact in the process of
implementation of new and innovative learning methods (Rocane, 2015). When teacher beliefs
in student abilities are in question the expected results are reduced (Rocane, 2015). Teacher
beliefs about learning affect the students and the entire classroom atmosphere. Teacher beliefs
about the learning process are divided into two categories; the belief that the teacher is the
authority of learning (teacher centered) and the belief that the teacher is the facilitator of learning
(student centered) (Mansour, 2009). This belief of the teacher sets the atmosphere of the
classroom, the structure of the class, the routines of the class and guides the type of teacherstudent interactions that will occur.
Teacher beliefs that certain students do not have the ability to learn a particular concept
may affect the student learning even if the belief is not verbalized. Research discovered that a
teacher belief that math requires innate ability positively predicted low-intrinsic motivation
among low-achieving students but among high achieving students the belief was unrelated to
intrinsic motivation (Heyden, Weidinger, Cumpian & Steinmayr, 2000) They found that a
teacher’s belief that math requires an innate ability was accompanied by low-intrinsic motivation
among low-achieving students. A possible explanation for this is that low-achieving students
lack successes in competence and in math, and look to their teachers for signs of their success
(Heyder & Brunner, 2018).
Teacher beliefs influence lesson planning, decision making and implementation of new
ideas (Pajares, 1992). Teachers must first have knowledge about new innovative methods before
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implementation (Osterholm, 2009). Without knowledge the teacher will continue to work with
the belief that the learning process is progressing well and improvement is not necessary
(Rocane, 2015). Teacher beliefs also influence other aspects of the student school experience
such as discipline. Teachers with a higher value of and belief in developmentally appropriate
practices showed significantly fewer punitive responses to poor behavior while teachers with a
higher value of and belief in corporal punishment showed significantly more punitive responses
to poor behavior (Atiles, Gresham, & Wahsburn, 2017).
The teacher is the facilitator and manager of the classroom, therefore, it stands to reason
that they shoulder most of the burden of creating a classroom atmosphere. This atmosphere is
created by the teacher’s beliefs (Pajares, 1992). In this case, does the teacher believe it is their
responsibility to foster student peer relationships, to develop positive teacher-student
relationships, to teach students how to handle peer conflicts and how to accept others who are
different than themselves, or does the teacher believe that their responsibility is solely academic
teaching? Student peer relationships are significant to individual student success (Wentzel,
1999) as are quality student-teacher relationships (Sparks, Lonsdale, Dimmock & Jackson,
2017). Students who believe their teacher to be supportive report more confidence in their
teacher’s abilities and more favorable estimations regarding the extent to which their classmates
(as a whole) believe in their abilities (Sparks et al, 2017).
Various Perspectives of Teacher Belief Research
Teacher beliefs have been studied from several different perspectives. The effects of
teacher beliefs on the classroom and the students has been researched, the relationships of
teacher beliefs and student-teacher relationships have been studied as well as the effect of teacher
beliefs on student achievement. Teacher beliefs as they pertain to teaching certain disciplines,
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such as technology, math or foreign languages are widely studied and how teacher beliefs change
over time has been the subject of research. This section seeks to explore the most recent research
and search for areas that help fill the gap concerning research of elementary teacher beliefs and
how the beliefs compare between Title I schools and Nontitle I schools.
Teacher beliefs and mandated standards, methods and practices.
Teaching has been rated as one of the most stressful occupations (Johnson et al, 2005).
When teachers do not have enough control over job-related decisions or the demands put upon
them conflict or are unclear, it causes stress (APA, 2019). This type of stress is experienced
when the state or local government controlling a school issues a mandate, especially when the
mandate is given to seemingly well-performing schools or teachers. Although there are at times,
federally imposed mandates or restrictions on schools, state and local governments control most
of what occurs in public schools (U.S. Dept of Education, 2017).
In 2004 the state of Arkansas issued a state mandate requiring a certain number of AP
courses to be offered in all public high schools. This mandate proved to have many negative
consequences (Arce-Trigatti, 2018) on the school as a whole. These consequences included; loss
of previously offered classes, purchasing materials and training teachers for AP classes which
took funds away from the general student population, students were re-sorted so that qualified
students could be assigned to AP classes which resulted in ability grouping, schools were forced
to offer classes that may or may not have been desired by students and families in their school
(Arce-Trigatti, 2018). This is an example of not having control over one’s work situation that
could lead to work stress.
One coping method of stress is self-efficacy. Teachers with high efficacy beliefs persist
with the task in the face of difficulty and achieve higher results with lower levels of stress
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(Bandura, 1995). When curriculum changes are imposed on teachers by policymakers, teachers
believe the changes to be politically motivated (Putwain & von der Embse, 2017). The imposed
changes are often linked to accountability measures and this produces fear and therefore stress,
due to the chance of negative accountability (von der Embse, Pendergast, Segool, Saeke & Ryan,
2016). Teachers with high self-efficacy are more likely to approach imposed changes as
challenges to be mastered rather than as threats to be avoided (Bandura, 2000).
Eight elementary teachers were interviewed concerning their beliefs about common core
math standards and it was discovered that teacher beliefs were critical factors for teachers’
implementation of the standards (Jung, 2019). Teachers believed some standards to be more
relevant to their grade level and therefore taught those standards more thoroughly (Jung, 2019).
Teachers also put more effort into teaching standards with which they are comfortable and have
more content knowledge (Wilkins, 2008).
There are times when teachers believe in a particular activity or a particular learning goal
but feel they do not have the resources, time or knowledge to adequately pursue the goal.
Teacher feedback during active learning in an elementary school was researched through
qualitative methods. Teachers overwhelmingly agreed that there should be positive feedback
during active learning and they believed in active learning however, there were many logistical
problems that were out of teacher control that hampered success of the activities (Bergh, Ros &
Beijaarad, 2013). Teacher skills, knowledge and methods matter to classroom quality and
student outcomes, the effect of these skills and knowledge are magnified in resource deprived
settings (Conn, 2011).
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Teacher beliefs concerning a particular academic discipline.
A study of teacher beliefs about technology found a disconnect between teacher beliefs
and practice, although at times this is due to faulty equipment. Although teachers believe in the
importance of technology in the areas of keyboarding skills and research skills, the use of
technology to accomplish 21st century skills such as collaboration and critical thinking is lacking
(O’Neal, Gibson & Cotton, 2017). Technology was used to display information (such as
questions on the promethean board), watching informative lessons, practicing skills and for
research. Students were not using technology to create or collaborate and only two teachers
mentioned 21st century skills during their interview responses (Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich,
Sadik, Sendurur, E. & Sendurur, P., 2012).
Teacher self-efficacy in foreign languages is a widely research topic. A recent study
exploring the TSE of Japanese high school english teachers found significant relationships
between efficacy and content knowledge as well as efficacy and collaboration opportunities
(Thompson & Woodman, 2018). Studies investigating the TSE of english second language
teachers determined that there is a lack of evidence for the impact of EFL teacher self-efficacy
on learner outcomes (Hoang, 2018).
The relationship of teacher self-efficacy and teacher academic content knowledge for
prospective elementary teachers was examined through quantitative methods. The study
revealed that content knowledge did not significantly predict self-efficacy nor did self-efficacy
provide content knowledge but both content knowledge and self-efficacy are vital for student
success (Sharp, Brandt, Tuft and Jay, 2016). Most academic disciplines have been studied in
regards to teacher self-efficacy and teacher beliefs. An investigation of the influence of a
longitudinal STEM outreach program on science instruction and teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs
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found a disconnect between teacher beliefs and teacher practices (Decoito & Myszkal 2018).
Findings suggest that the teachers possess confidence and believed they could teach science but
interactive hands-on learning ocurred only ½ of the time (DeCoito & Myszka, 2018).
Self-efficacy of fine arts teachers was investigated with a correlational design. Several
variables were investigated; the most significant correlation was self-efficacy with years of
experience (Coskun, 2018). Although it varies by state and corporation, most elementary
physical education teachers need only a standard teaching license to teach physical education,
this may mean their content knowledge is lower than it needs to be. When teachers are able to
participate in professional development that improves their professional competence it increases
their self-efficacy and therefore benefits students (Sum, Wallhead, Ha, & Sit, 2018).
Teacher beliefs concerning job satisfaction and professional development.
Research pertaining to teacher professional development is important to this study as the
findings of this study may evolve into professional development. Research shows that many
teachers hesitate to attend professional development programs, for the most part teachers only
attend when it is required (Hung & Yeh, 2013). Even when teachers do attend professional
development they do not automatically endorse the messages delivered through the PD,
presumably because certain instructional behaviors have become ingrained into their teaching
routine (Pajares, 1992). The effects of PD can be diminished if teachers hold certain beliefs
regarding the recommended strategies or resources (Reeve, Deci, & Ryan, 2009). Two factors of
PD, innovative methods and the amount of time presenters spend on a topic, seem to have the
most influence on the changing of teacher beliefs (Aelterman, Vanteenkiste, Keer, & Haerpens,
(2016).
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Data collected from 270 elementary teachers revealed that participants valued content
knowledge professional development over pedagogical knowledge professional development due
to its perceived usefulness in the classroom (Hwang, Hong & Hao, 2018). This finding infers
that teachers want practical information and may not understand the importance of their beliefs
and pedagogical knowledge to their teaching practice.
The link between personal agency and a teacher’s efficacy beliefs lies in personal
experience and a teacher’s ability to reflect on that experience and make decisions about the
future (Bray-Clark & Bates, 2003). Professional development in the 1980’s and 1990’s was
generally a one-stop workshop introducing teachers to a new method or curriculum. Professional
development opportunities available to teachers at this time were criticized as generating little or
no improvement on subsequent student learning (U.S. Department of Education, 1998). Efforts
were made at the turn of the century to provide teachers with information concerning the
importance of beliefs and pedagogical knowledge but teachers tended to view content and
practical resource ideas as more valuable (Hwang, Hong & Hao, 2018).
A researcher in South Africa studied an “in house” professional development method that
utilized classroom observation and reflection among teachers. The administrator arranged
opportunities for teachers to observe each other and time to reflect on the observations. Teachers
concurred that going into classrooms and later talking about their experiences made them
understand their practice more (Msila, 2014). Teacher reflection led to talking more openly
about their practice with peers and a better understanding of the “psychology in teaching and
learning” (Msila, 2014).
Katz and Stupel (2015) used two sources of efficacy beliefs; mastery and physiological
states, to foster self-efficacy in six elementary teachers who were frustrated and wanted to leave
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the profession. They conducted a seven-month workshop that focused on improving teaching in
math skills and improved teacher efficacy in teaching math. The workshop was very successful
and each teacher returned to their school bringing many new ideas with them. The research also
reiterates prior findings of Ware & Kisanta (2007) that teacher efficacy is an indicator of
professional commitment. Teachers feel more committed to teaching when their self-efficacy is
high (Zee & Koomen, 2016). Low TSE for classroom management seems to be the most
important trigger to abandon their job (Zee & Koomen, 2016).
Teacher beliefs in varying school settings.
Research suggests that very often teachers’ pedagogical and curriculum decisions are
solidly grounded in their personal beliefs rather than research –based practices (Thomson &
Nietfed, 2014). It is therefore important for teachers to know what they believe and to have
some understanding as to how these beliefs affect their students and student learning. Teacher
beliefs and/or teacher self-efficacy among pre-service teachers of all levels is extremely wellresearched in all disciplines, in all program types and concerning various affects and beliefs of
teachers. ERIC Resources alone lists 701 articles for the combined descriptors of “Preservice
Teachers” and “Preservice Teacher Education” as compared to only 275 for “Elementary School
Teachers” and 163 for “Secondary School Teachers” (ERIC, 2020). It seems the research
concerning beliefs of practicing teachers is lagging behind.
Teacher beliefs can change over time as teachers gain experience in the profession
(Lortie, 1975). Deb” was interviewed as a third grade reading teacher in a Title 1 elementary
school and then again, a few years later, as a seventh grade reading teacher in a Title 1 junior
high school. The climate at the two schools differed significantly. “Deb” reported a feeling of
connectedness and teamwork at the elementary level and the instruction was child-centered. At
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the junior high level there was a sense of “unconnectedness” and the curriculum was contentcentered (Davis & Wilson, 1999). Another study investigating beliefs of teachers who teach the
same program in an elementary school and a junior high, also found that junior high teachers
exhibited less belief in student learning and the students reported being aware of the change in
teacher attitudes towards them from elementary school to middle school (Haneghan, Pruet, NealWaltman & Harlan, 2015).
Teachers who work in high need urban schools are faced daily with complex and difficult
situations (Vaidya, 2014). Some teachers leave as soon as possible but others choose to stay.
Vaidya investigated why some choose to stay. She studied six teachers who had taught in high
needs classrooms for at least 25 years. All of the teachers scored high in academic optimism and
shared some common characteristics and beliefs; they put in the necessary time and effort to
make lessons meaningful, they are patient and exhibit willingness to reteach in different ways if
needed, their behavior demonstrated a belief that all students can learn (Vaidya, 2014). This
research suggests that teachers who persist in high needs schools are extremely positive, have
high perseverance and truly believe all students can learn if they try hard enough (Schmid,
2018).
Similar research in two public elementary schools with diverse student populations and
low standardized test scores found deficit teacher beliefs. Researchers noted that teachers
attributed low learning levels to lack of parent support, language disparities and discipline
problems rather than taking ownership of the learning ( Guerra & Wubbena, 2017). A study of
classroom practices found a high percentage of lecture-style lessons, lack of relating learning to
students’ backgrounds and a majority of teacher-student interactions to be disciplinary rather
than encouraging (Guerra & Wubbena, 2017).
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A comparison study between engineering programs teachers in intervention schools and
regular schools did not show significant differences between the schools although there were
interesting findings (Haneghan, Pruet, Neal-Waltman & Harlan, 2015). Teachers at both schools
valued learning outcomes. Both schools contained teachers that did not believe their students
could become self-directed learners or that not all students could acquire all competencies in the
program and most teachers doubted they could build intrinsic motivation (Haneghan et al.,
2015). This research suggests that teacher beliefs are not defined by school type. Teacher beliefs
compared between grade levels yields expected results. A comparison of beliefs between second
grade teachers and fourth grade teachers in the same building found differences concerning types
of learning, technology use and teacher vs. student centered instruction. Second grade teachers
strongly believed in adapting to student needs, active learning, using technology in a variety of
ways and that their most important task was ensuring the students left second grade as strong
leaders (Kurz-McDowell & Hannafin, 2004). Fourth grade teachers were focused on covering
state standards, had predominantly teacher-centered classrooms and worried about inappropriate
use if allowing the students to access technology individually (Kurz-McDowell & Hannafin,
2004).
Teacher beliefs concerning purpose.
Teachers are interested in purpose for pupils and for themselves but they are often
ambivalent about their efficacy to support purpose development (Moran, 2016). They aim to
create effective, supportive and challenging environments that enable students to learn skills,
dispositions and behaviors that allow them to be successful (Tirri, Moran & Moriano, 2016) but
to what purpose, do teachers know “why” they are teaching these lessons and do students know
“why” they are learning these skills?
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Teachers must be educated, not only to teach knowledge content, but to also reflect on
the purposefulness of their lessons (Tirri, Moran & Morian, 2016). If teachers teach with a
purpose it is more likely that students learn with a purpose. Teachers are role models and
instructors for habits that lend themselves to “purpose”, habits such as goal-setting, planning
one’s future and consideration of the consequences of one’s actions and decisions (Bundick &
Tirri, 2014).
In the past, teachers were seen as dispensers of knowledge and students as the receivers
of knowledge (Anderson, 2002), this is no longer a viable perception. The 20th century’s
industrial age “covert curriculum” emphasized punctuality, obedience and rote repetitive work of
the three “r’s” (reading, writing and rithmetic), as this is what the factories needed from their
workers, the new “information age” values thinking and creativity (Toffler, 1980). Educators
cannot go on adding things to the school curriculum as knowledge grows exponentially;
educators must teach students how to find and synthesize the knowledge they need to make wise
decisions, how to think critically and how to improve their world through creativity and
improvisation (Collins, 2017).
The novice teacher’s first step in teaching her new class is to find the teacher’s manual,
review the “curriculum” and the state standards, thereby discovering what she is supposed to
teach. The “how” is largely left up to the teacher and research shows that teachers pick and
choose items from the manual that best suit their interests and abilities (Earnest & Amador,
2019). The “why” of the lesson, the purpose, is not generally articulated or even thought of by
the teacher (Moran, 2016) although lesson plans give insight to teacher knowledge, perceptions,
curricular and instructional goals (Jacobs, Martin & Otiero, 2008). If teachers had a clear
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understanding of the purpose of the lesson they would be better enabled to choose activities that
produced the desired result.
Changing Teacher Beliefs
Changing teacher beliefs can be a challenging task. Research exists on changing teacher
beliefs but once again, it is heavily concentrated on changing the beliefs of pre-service teachers.
Changing the beliefs of practicing teachers is much less researched. Teacher beliefs are a
significant influence on classroom practice and are relatively difficult to change despite the
efforts of teacher educators and policy makers (Meirink, Verloop & Bergen, 2009).
A study was designed to assess the impact of professional development on teacher
epistemological beliefs and their enactment of inquiry dialogue in text-based discussions. The
results showed substantial improvements in teachers’ facilitation of inquiry dialogue but no
changes in teachers’ epistemology beliefs (Wilkinson, Reznitskaya, Bourdage, Oyler, Glina,
Drewry, Kim & Nelson, 2016). Researchers investigating the ability to change teacher beliefs in
mathematics were successful in finding that teacher beliefs were positively changed when their
subject matter knowledge was increased, when they successfully used new resource materials
and when they eliminated ability grouping (Boyd & Ash, 2016).
Physical Education teachers and their beliefs regarding autonomy support strategies for
students in their classes was researched. The common complaint was “If I ask students what
they want to do we spend the entire class discussing activities and never do anything”; the
teachers attended PD to learn autonomy support strategies. The researchers found that teacher
opinions of autonomy were difficult to change but there were some positive changes in beliefs
regarding autonomy support rather than structure; they noted that teachers were supportive of
strategies that they regarded as innovative (Aelterman et al, 2016).
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Reflecting on pedagogical beliefs appears to be the first step in changing them (Mihaela
& Alina-Oana, 2015). The first teacher belief is one views their role as teacher, this belief guides
every subsequent decision. Teachers perceive themselves as either specialists (subject matter
experts), practitioners (transmitter of knowledge through planned lessons and activities) or
pedagogues (interested in how students learn and develops lesson plans accordingly) (Beijaard,
Verloop & Vermut, 2000). Changes in pedagogical beliefs can be achieved by social changes,
changes in education or personal experiences (Mihaela & Alina-Oana, 2015).
Importance of Teacher Beliefs
Teachers may or may not be aware of their beliefs; as stated in the definition, “beliefs are
tacit and often unconsciously held” (Kagan, 2010), yet these unidentified and possibly unknown
beliefs affect every decision the teacher makes and therefore affects every student in her
classroom (Gilakjani & Sabouri, 2017). Teachers must make many decisions before they have
even met their students; how to arrange the desks or tables, color choices for the bulletin boards,
where students will store their supplies, classroom discipline plan, where to place the teacher
desk, what will students do when they first arrive in the morning, restroom and drinking fountain
routines. These are just a few of the many decisions a teacher makes at the beginning of the year
concerning classroom atmosphere and logistics.
Then there will be decisions concerning lesson delivery, student learning activities and
professionalism. Examples of these decisions include teaching style, grading methods, parent
contact methods, decisions on formative and summative assessments, and how to keep records
will all be made within the first week or two. Each of these decisions will be made based upon
the teacher’s current perception of what she “believes” to be best. This belief is a personal
judgement formed by experiences (Raymond, 1977). These experiences include the teacher’s
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own experiences as a student, experiences during field observations and student teaching, books
and articles she has read and teacher education courses. The problem is that research shows,
regardless of the quality of field experiences and teacher education courses, the greatest impact
on novice teacher’s behaviors is the teacher behaviors they experienced as students (Lortie,
1975).
Fortunately, as a teacher’s experience in the profession grows and her knowledge
deepens, she begin to change and form her own beliefs (Kagan, 1992). Studies indicate that
when teachers and teacher candidates, are made aware of their beliefs and how these beliefs
affect what and how their students learn, teacher effectiveness is improved; it is necessary for
teachers to have a deep understanding of their beliefs (Gilakjani & Sabouri, 2017).
Summary
Teacher beliefs are powerful. The previously mentioned research has shown that teacher
beliefs affect teacher practice, teacher decision-making, lesson planning, classroom atmosphere,
students and student learning (Pajares, 1992). Teacher beliefs are usually formed by the
teacher’s experiences as a student, but these beliefs can and most often do, change as the teacher
gains experience in the classroom (Lortie, 1975). This corroborates with the notion that
professional development on teacher beliefs and teaching philosophy would benefit educators,
however, research shows that teachers prefer professional development that pertains to content
knowledge (Mansour, 2009) as they want to leave PD with activities and ideas for their
classroom. Teachers may first need to be made aware of the importance of teacher beliefs before
they can identify and, if necessary, change their beliefs.
Current research on differences in teacher beliefs among school types is scarce but at
this point, it appears that most schools contain teachers of all levels of beliefs. There is
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significant research to prove that highly effective teachers have high levels of self-efficacy, are
open to professional learning and work well with others. This has been found to be true of
highly effective teachers regardless of their school type.
This study seeks to fill the gap of a lack of research in elementary schools concerning
teacher beliefs in general education classrooms and a lack of comparison research between Title
I schools and Non-Title I schools. Research on teacher beliefs is abundant in some areas but
nearly nonexistent in other areas. A majority of the research on teacher beliefs focuses on
academic disciplines that are generally considered difficult to teach such as mathematics,
technology, foreign language and students with disabilities. Research on teacher beliefs in
general education classrooms, and especially general education teachers in elementary schools is
scant at best. No research was discovered that compared teacher beliefs in one school to teacher
beliefs in a different school at the same level (elementary/high school).
This study seeks to compare the beliefs of teachers in a Title I school with the beliefs of
teachers in a Non-title I school. Kegan’s Adult Cognitive Development Theory is used to guide
the understanding of teacher formation of beliefs from childhood through adulthood. The theory
framework describes five stages of “thinking” and details what one needs to know and
understand to move on to the next stage. This information is helpful to researchers and teacher
educators seeking to understand the thought processes of pre-service and novice teachers and
what needs to be done to mature their beliefs and become more effective teachers.
Bandura’s Self-efficacy theory is also valuable to this research as self-efficacy is an
ingredient of nearly every belief. Understanding how self-efficacy is formed, developed,
changed and destroyed is vital to educating future teachers about themselves as teachers and
about their students as learners and future citizens. This chapter has reviewed previous research
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concerning teaching beliefs, expounded on the theories that frame this research and set the table
for the proposed research.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
Overview
The nature of this study is the “heart” of teaching. This research investigated the difficult
construct of teacher beliefs, a construct not easily taught in a university classroom.

Teacher

beliefs among elementary teachers in Title I schools are explored and compared with teacher
beliefs of elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools. The purpose of this research concerning
teacher beliefs was to discover beliefs and their relationship to valuable teacher behaviors and
affects such as; compassion, motivation, effectiveness, relationships, discipline, persistence, job
satisfaction, teacher efficacy and teaching style. This chapter described the design, setting,
participants, procedure, researcher’s role, data collection, analysis and the trustworthiness of the
research.
Design
This study uses a qualitative comparative case study design. Qualitative is the best
choice for this research as there is an issue that needs to be explored (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
This research is qualitative because it uses an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the subject
matter (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007). Teacher beliefs, the unit of analysis, will be studied virtually
during the school year which allows the researcher to listen and discuss with the participants
the effects of the teacher beliefs on students, classroom climate and student learning.
Case study research is defined as; in-depth study of one or more instances of a
phenomenon in its real-life context that reflects the perspective of the participants involved in the
phenomenon (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007). Case study design is the most widely used approach to
qualitative inquiry, able to be utilized for studying most any topic or type of phenomenon (Gall,
Gall & Borg, 2007). The school corporation is made up of many smaller cases, the individual
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participating teachers; a single case is likely to be made up of many smaller cases (Patton, 2002).
In case study research, researchers study cases in depth individually as well as look across cases
for similarities and differences (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). More than one case provides a
stronger effect and serves to justify findings in comparing and contrasting the cases (Yin, 2009).
Each case in this study is a bounded system, specifically in this study, the teacher and her
classroom. The researcher identifies the boundaries and these boundaries are continually kept in
focus (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006).
Teacher beliefs are defined as understandings, premises, or propositions felt to be true
about the educational purpose and the educational process (Assar, 2015). Teacher beliefs play an
important role in teachers’ work (Biesta, Priestley & Robinson, 2015). The beliefs of teachers,
whether implicit or explicit, are important because they impact the teacher’s behaviors and their
expectations of the students (Kraker-Pauw, Wesel, Verwijmeren, Denessen & Krabbendam,
2016). Teacher beliefs influence lesson-planning, decision-making, motivation to implement
new ideas and their own personal self-confidence (Rocane, 2015). Multiple case study design is
the proper choice for this study as case-study researchers study current, real-life cases that are in
progress so they can gather accurate information not lost by time (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Multiple-case designs have distinct advantages in comparison to single-case designs. One
advantage is that the evidence from multiple-case designs is more compelling (Yin, 2009).
Research Questions
To better understand how teacher beliefs in Title I schools compare and contrast to
teacher beliefs in Non-title I schools, this study will analyze teacher beliefs and behaviors. The
following questions will be addressed:
RQ1: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about themselves as
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teachers compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about themselves as
teachers?
RQ2: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about student learning
compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about student learning?
RQ3: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about the purposes of
education compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about the purposes
of education?
Setting
This research will take place in K-5 schools belonging to a school corporation that is the
fourth largest in the state. The corporation will be referred to as Southwest School Corporation
(SWSC). The corporation is located in a small city whose population is 117,979, 81.2% are
white, 12.9% are African American and 3.3% are biracial (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). The
median household income in the city is 38,646 annually. Eighty-six percent of adults 25 and
older have a high school diploma and 21% of these individuals have obtained at least a bachelors
degree. The SWSC is the public school system in the city and county but competes for students
with 4 protestant religious schools, two charter schools, a Montessori Academy and a large
Catholic school system boasting 2 high schools and 24 elementary schools over a three county
area.
The SWSC enrolled 22,822 students in 2018-2019 with 10,124 of these students in
grades K-5. Students demographics are as follows; 68.3% white, 14.7% African American,
9.4% biracial, 5.1% Hispanic, 1.3% Asian and 1.0% pacific islander. Student subgroups include
56.5% economically disadvantaged, 16.5% students with disabilities, 10.2% high ability, 3.2%
English learners and 2.7% are foster children. The corporation received a state grade of “C” in
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2018-2019 despite spending well above the state average per pupil; 9,806 per pupil as compared
to the state average of 9,113.
SWSC employs 1,693 fulltime educators. The majority of the educators are experienced
and Caucasian. Ninety-four percent of the teachers are white and 3.2% African American while
17.5% of teachers have 0-2 years experience and 24.9% have 20+ years of experience. The
corporation has a total of 38 schools with 13 of them being Title I. Four of the 13 K-5 schools
are Title I.
Participants
The participant pool includes all certified homeroom teachers currently teaching in
grades kindergarten through fifth in any of the 13 K-5 schools.

Purposeful sampling was used

in this research. Purposeful sampling is used so that the researcher can intentionally sample
participants that can best inform the researcher about the problem under examination (Creswell
& Poth, 2018). Purposeful sampling involves selecting information-rich cases that offer insights
into issues of central importance to the purpose of evaluation (Patton, 2015). Teachers in all the
K-5 schools who teach in a general education classroom received an email informing them of the
study. Interested teachers will convey their interest by an email reply, upon reply they will
receive an email asking for demographic information as well as years of teaching experience and
position history.
Maximum variation sampling will be used to document diverse variations of individuals
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Maximum variation sampling consists of determining in advance some
criteria that differentiate the participants (Creswell & Poth, 2018). A maximum variation sample
is constructed by identifying key dimensions of variations and finding cases that vary as much as
possible (Patton, 2015). The sample is also a convenience sample as the sites are located within
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the researcher’s hometown (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I sought to get 5-7 participants each for the
Title I schools case and the Nontitle I schools case.
There are no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry as the sample size depends on
what the researcher wants to know (Patton, 2002). This research sought to determine what
elementary teachers believe about themselves, their students and the purposes of education. An
introductory phone call was scheduled with each participant to allow myself and the participant a
chance to get acquainted, explain research expectations and answer participant questions. For
planning purposes, a minimum of 12-15 samples is the target goal based on expected reasonable
coverage of the phenomenon (Patton, 2002).
Research on teacher beliefs has shown that teacher beliefs differ by several identifiable
characteristics and that beliefs can change over time or when teachers experience new or
unplanned situations. Research comparing teacher beliefs of novice teachers with experienced
teachers found that teacher beliefs interact bi-directionally with their experience (Huang, Wang
& Teng, 2019). Research on teacher beliefs concerning practice and instructional goals also
concluded that teacher beliefs vary according to level of teacher experience (Uibu, Ugaste &
Rasku-Puttonen, 2015). Years of teaching experience will be a sampling characteristic used in
this research with every attempt being made to have novice teachers, teachers with 3-10 years of
experience, 11-20 years and 20 +, years of experience.
A quantitative study of 328 mathematics teachers observed that teacher beliefs differed
based on gender experience and level of professional degree (bachelors, masters, doctorate), but
did not differ significantly by the degree major (science, language, math etc.) (Korkmaz, F. &
Percin, S., 2016). The proposed research will identify participants by gender and seek to obtain
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as even as possible numbers, as well as identifying participants by level of degree and including
as many variations as available.
Work climate is another characteristic known to positively predict self-efficacy (Gonen &
Lev-Ari, 2016). Novice teachers in small schools have higher self-efficacy than novice teachers
in big schools and a supportive school climate positively influences novice teacher self-efficacy
in small and large schools (Meristo & Eisenschmidt, 2014). Administrator support also affects
teacher self-efficacy in the school work climate. Research on teacher retention found that
administrator support was a major factor in determining whether teachers stay or leave the
profession. Teachers with strong support felt safe and free to be innovative while teachers who
perceive a lack of support reported feeling less than confident about their ability to control their
class or classes, and even dreaded some classes coming into their room (Hong, 2009).
The proposed research sought to provide a high level of maximum variation. The initial
questionnaire sent to possible participants asked demographic information as well as the
following information; years of teaching experience, perceived effectiveness, perceived level of
self-efficacy in regards to teaching and perceived level of administrator support. See Appendix
(B ) for a copy of the participant sample questionnaire.
Procedures
The researcher contacted the site superintendent and administrator with a letter
explaining the research and requesting approval to conduct research at their school (see
Appendix A). After receiving site approval the researcher contacted the IRB by submitting the
required documents for research approval (see Appendix D). After IRB approval was received
the researcher contacted the administrator at each school and ask permission to send the
administrator an email concerning the study that he then forwarded to each K-5 teacher.
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Interested teachers will reply by email and upon reply will receive a questionnaire (see
Appendix B). Due to the researcher’s need for diverse cases, the questionnaire included the
following items: gender, race, age, years of teaching experience, grade level they teach,
perceived level of self-efficacy and perceived level of administrator support. Teachers could
choose to withdraw consent at this time or continue with the sampling process. The researcher
reviewed the returned questionnaires to purposefully select a diverse sample of 5-7 cases from
each school. Maximum variation included level of experience, grade levels taught, gender,
ethnicity, degree level, perceived self-efficacy and perceived level of administrative support.
Participants not selected for the study were graciously thanked for their willingness to
participate. Those chosen for the study received a “Consent for Participation” form (see
Appendix C) and upon return of a signed consent form, they received information regarding the
asynchronous discussions, interviews and online journal entries they were asked to submit.
Interviews with each participant were conducted prior to asynchronous discussions and
journaling. Current literature influenced the interview questions. Interview questions consisted
of 23 open-ended questions (See Appendix E). The session was audio-recorded and transcribed.
Member checking occured within two weeks of the interview, participants reviewed the
transcript via email and replied by email their consent or concerns regarding the transcript.
Asynchronous discussions began after interviews. There were three prompts emailed to
the participants after the interview. Participants were encouraged to complete a minimum of one
post per prompt and reply to at least one other participant’s post. I also posted in discussions
when necessary to facilitate meaningful discussions. Participants had a chance to review posts
and replies before they were added to the collected data.
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Participants were asked to reflect on their teaching career and changes in their beliefs and
behaviors by completing a reflection journal entry discussing their beliefs and behaviors.
Participants could choose to attach documents of their choice to explain changes or pivotal
events that may have changed or affected their belief system. The first journal entry was:
Describe the most important jobs or tasks of a teacher and tell why you believe this is so.
Second journal entry is to complete the following sentences: I believe I am the type of teacher
who __________, I believe students learn _________________________ and I believe the main
purpose of education is ___________________________. The third required journal entry is:
Reflect on your participation in this study and list positives and negatives of the study, discuss
beliefs that you became aware of or beliefs that changed, and comment on the level of
importance you assign to a teacher’s beliefs.
Exit interviews were conducted to conclude the study. These interviews took place in
person or online. The researcher sought to answer any questions participants had, found answers
or closed gaps in the data and provided closure to the study. Member checking to review the exit
interview transcript took place by email.
The Researcher's Role
I have knowledge and relationships with some teachers from the corporation who may
choose to participate as I have worked in this corporation for 32 years. Axiological assumptions
characterize this research because I have personal experiences and professional beliefs that will
influence this research (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I regard students as “works in progress” as
opposed to “raw materials needing to be manufactured in a like manner” and feel administrators
should view their teachers in the same manner. This viewpoint is in direct opposition to the
“standardization of education” that surfaces in many ways in the public education system (Rose
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& Ogas, 2018). God created each of us to be unique (Isaiah 64:8; Ephesians 2:10). Students
grow in unique and various ways; and teachers teach in unique and various ways but all can
achieve the desired goals.
I embody a biblical worldview. Teaching is considered an act of love and service, in the
example of Jesus the Teacher (Matthew 7:28). Jesus taught with compassion (Mark 6:34), Jesus
put individuals first even when that meant going against normal procedures (Luke 13:10-17),
Jesus was able to teach scholars as well as the common man (Luke 5:17) and Jesus I shared His
teaching methods with his colleagues (Luke 11:1, Luke 9:1-27). This viewpoint means that I
believe the main objective of the teaching profession is to encourage the development of children
into the unique person God created them to be and that teacher effectiveness should be evaluated
by individual student growth. This view contradicts the current standardization of public
education that intends for every child to learn the same material at the same rate and teacher
effectiveness is based on test scores rather than growth rate.
At the conclusion of my research, I will present preliminary findings to two or three
colleagues who respect my work as a teacher but may not share the Judeo-Christian value
system, at least as it applies to education. This will be done in an effort to eliminate personal
bias (Yin, 2009).
Data Collection
Case study evidence can come from many sources (Yin, 2009). All forms of data can be
grouped into four basic types of information: interviews, observations, documents and
audiovisual materials (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This study used interviews, asynchronous
discussions and an online journal. Interviews were conducted prior to asynchronous discussions
or journaling to allow the researcher to have background knowledge of the teacher’s beliefs and
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philosophy. Participating teachers agreed to keep an online reflection journal throughout the
study to help remember thoughts and experiences they wish to share with the researcher and to
facilitate possible changes in beliefs or advancement in beliefs as the teacher becomes aware of
how beliefs affect actions.
The use of multiple sources of evidence provided the rationale for data triangulation in
this research. Triangulation refers to the use of multiple methods or data sources in qualitative
research to develop a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena (Patton, 1999). Data
triangulation encourages collecting information from multiple sources aimed at corroborating the
same fact or phenomenon (Yin, 2009). Data for this study was collected through interviews,
asynchronous discussions and journal entries. No data was collected until IRB approval was
received.
Interviews
Interviews are essential sources of case study information (Yin, 2009). An interview is
considered a social interaction based on a conversation (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). The interviews
in this study were guided conversations following the researcher’s own line of inquiry as well as
asking questions in an unbiased manner to serve the line of inquiry (Yin, 2009). Each case study
began with a focused interview that lasted an hour or less and included open-ended questions
(Yin, 2009). Each participant was asked the same questions in the interview. The standardized
open-ended interview is used when it is important to minimize variation in the questions posed to
interviewees (Patton, 2002). In-depth interviews to review transcripts and journals or other
events that may take place occured as needed throughout the study. Each interview was audiorecorded.
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The interview questions originated from the research questions and the theories guiding
this study; Kegan’s Theory of Adult Cognitive Development and Bandura’s Theory of SelfEfficacy. Kegan’s theory places most young adults (new teachers) in stage three; the person’s
sense of self is socially determined, based on real or imagined expectations of others (Kegan,
1983). As teachers gain experience, they may gradually move into stage four of Kegan’s model;
person’s sense of self is determined by a set of values they authored for themselves (Kegan,
1983). Bandura’s theory guides the questions as it explains how one develops beliefs in their
ability and how this belief, or lack thereof, affects their actions and therefore the outcome of their
actions (Bandura, 1977).
This research sought to compare teacher beliefs in two different school types, Title I and
Non-title I, therefore the initial interview followed a standardized open-ended format. All
interviewees were asked the same basic questions in the same order thus increasing the
comparability of responses (Patton, 2002). The interview questions came from all six categories
of question types, were truly open-ended with no dichotomous questions and all questions were
singular (Patton, 2002). Some questions were phrased using the illustrative example format, this
format is intended to let the interviewee know that the researcher is not particularly interested in
whether the experience was positive or negative but simply interested in the interviewee’s
genuine experience (Patton, 2002). Simulation questions were used when the researcher wanted
the interviewee to visualize a particular situation of interest, this enables the interviewee to
provide more rich and detailed descriptions of the situation (Patton, 2002).
Open-Ended Interview Questions – Multiple Case Study: Teacher Beliefs in Elementary Schools
1. Please introduce yourself.
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2. Please tell me about your teacher education preparation and student teaching experience.
What do you think about the quality of your undergraduate preparation for real-world
teaching?
3. Please tell me about the ways your teaching career has been what you thought it would and
how it has differed from what you expected.
4. What is your philosophy of education?
5. How did you determine this philosophy? What experiences shaped your philosophy?
6. How do you feel when students are unprepared for class? In your opinion, what is your role
in solving this issue?
7. Think of a time you made a mistake in front of students. Describe the scene, such as what
the students were doing, what were you doing or teaching. What was the mistake?

How

did you feel and how did you handle it?
8. What were your worst struggles as a new teacher? How did the struggles make you feel? In
your opinion could the struggles have been avoided and if so how?
9. What do you see when you look at your class of students? What do you hear in your
conversations with students? Describe concrete perceptions as well as abstract perceptions.
10. What do you believe is the teacher’s role in handling student emotions such as; classroom
drama, baggage from home, anger issues etc.
11. What experience do you have with students who refuse to learn or do their work? In your
opinion who is ultimately responsible for student learning; the teacher, the student or the
parents?
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12. How do you feel about the quantity of student data you are asked to collect? What is your
belief about the importance of data? What is your belief about the type of data you are
required to collect?
13. In your opinion, what is the teacher’s responsibility concerning student physical needs?
Emotional needs?
14. Think of a classroom situation while, you were in charge, that was spiraling out of control.
How did it make you feel? What action did you take?
15. When a child is not learning or progressing what behaviors do you see from them? What do
you hear them say? What do you see them do?
16. When you were a student, what action did you take when you did not understand an
assignment? On whom would you place the blame for your lack of understanding? What
do you expect your students to do in this situation?
17. Think of two teachers you remember from your K-12 education, one you remember
favorably and one unfavorably. What characteristics or behaviors made each teacher either
favorable or unfavorable?
18. Describe any “aha” moments or epiphany’s you have had during your career, positive or
negative. How did these “moments” result in an awareness of a belief or in a changed
belief?
19. What do you believe to be the main purpose of K-12 education?
20. In your opinion, which of these purposes should take precedent; teaching students to think
critically or teaching basic knowledge and skill sets that everyone needs to know?
21. Describe a situation in which you felt unsure that every student was learning the objective
and/or that every student had the ability to learn the objective.
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On a day-to-day basis what do you believe you are most concerned with; making sure
students learn the lesson objectives for that day or controlling and managing the class? Explain
why you believe it is or isn’t the responsibility of the school to teach character and citizenship.
Questions one, two and 16-18 are knowledge questions (Patton, 2002) and serve as an
introduction that helps the researcher become acquainted with the participant. The questions are
intended to be relatively straightforward and non-threatening which is ideal for developing
rapport between the participant and researcher (Patton, 2002). This information will also help
the researcher understand the participant’s educational background, their k-12 school experience
and their teacher education experience. This is important as teachers enter the profession with
prior experiences, personal values and beliefs that inform their knowledge about teaching and
shape what they do in their classrooms (Freeman & Johnson, 1998).
Sensory questions (Patton, 2002) allow the interviewer to enter into the sensory apparatus
of the respondent. Questions seven, nine and 15 are sensory questions (Patton, 2002). These
questions are important to this research because this study’s theoretical framework is based on
Kegan’s Constructive Development Theory (1994). The theory posits that individuals create
meaning through their experiences rather than using their experiences to discover a preconstructed meaning (Girgis, Lee, Goodari & Ditterich, 2018). Sensory questions require the
interviewee to reflect on a situation and describe the details. This inevitably results in
constructing meaning about the situation and about themselves in this situation, which is selfefficacy (Bandura, 1977). If the teacher’s beliefs about the situation are socially constructed,
determined by real or imagined expectations of others, the teacher identifies with stage 3 of the
CDT Theory (Kegan, 1994). If the teacher’s beliefs about the situation are self-authored,
determined by a set of values they have authored for themselves, the teacher identifies with stage
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4 of the CDT Theory (Kegan, 1994). Teacher self-efficacy, higher in stage 4 than in stage 3,
directly affects student academic success and student happiness (Achurra & Villardon, 2012).
Questions two “b”, six, eight “b” and 12 are feeling questions (Patton, 2002). Feeling
questions differ from opinion questions in that they elicit adjective responses that tap the
affective dimension of human life as opposed to the persons cognitive side which renders
judgements of an event or situation (Patton, 2002). Questions 2 and 8 contain sub-questions.
This is due to the fact, that although all the questions center around the topic of the initial
question each of the sub-questions solicit a different response (Patton, 2002). One of the basic
rules of interviewing is that each item must be asked alone; asking the interviewee to describe
their teacher education preparation will elicit a different response than asking how well they feel
their teacher education preparation program prepared them for the classroom and both responses
are pertinent to the proposed research (Patton, 2002).
Questions four, five, six (b), eight (c), 10, 11 (b), 13, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23, are opinion
and/or value questions (Patton, 2002). These questions are the heart and soul of the proposed
research as they aim to understand the cognitive and interpretive processes of teachers (Patton,
2002). The questions deal with what the participant thinks or believes about an issue or an
experience as opposed to their actions or behaviors concerning an issue or experience (Patton,
2002).
The beliefs of teachers, whether implicit or explicit, are important because they impact
teachers’ behavior and the expectations of their students (Kraker-Pauw, 2016) which in turn
impacts student learning. Although many desired teacher characteristics can be learned and/e or
changed, it is difficult to change beliefs and personality (Stronge, 1996). This fact elevates the
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importance of teacher beliefs and the importance of teachers’ being aware of their beliefs about
learning, about students and about themselves as an educator.
The interview questions also cover other areas: social-emotional learning, attentiveness to
the whole child, self-efficacy beliefs and reflective practices. These areas have an important role
to play in effective teaching. Teachers who have been taught to manage their own emotional
competencies experience more satisfaction in their work and are more effective in working with
students (Corcoran & Tormey, 2012). A teacher who does not believe in his or her
professionalism and ability to organize the learning process efficiently does not expect positive
results from the students and is often unable to solve discipline problems (Rocane, 2015).
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs categorizes human needs into a chronological order;
certain needs must be met before others (Maslow, 1943). Physiological needs are the most
important, if they are not met they will be the biggest motivating factor for the individual,
therefore teachers need to be aware of and able to meet these needs so the focus can be on
learning (Burleson & Thoron, 2014). Reflecting on educational practices helps teachers structure
their personal thoughts and educational beliefs, which heavily inform their teaching practice
(Hattie, 2014).
Asynchronous Discussions
Asynchronous discussions can be defined as discussions that allow students to read and
respond in “out of time” which allows the discussion to become a forum of communication as
well as critical thinking (Black, 2005). Asynchronous discussions may be facilitated through
discussion boards or group emails. Researchers have discovered three types of prompts in
asynchronous discussions; problem-based, project-based and debate-based (DeNoyelles, Zydney
& Chen, 2014). Due to site restrictions this research was conducted virtually and therefore the
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prompts were either be problem-based or debate-based. The asynchronous discussions allowed
the participants to interact without the boundaries of time and distance which promotes critical
thinking and reflection (Ergulec, 2019).
The use of asynchronous discussions and the nearly unlimited time the participant had to
reflect on their answers as well as the responses of their peers hopefully led to greater meaning
Aloni & Harrington, 2018) for the participants and more meaningful findings. For asynchronous
discussions to be meaningful the questions or prompts must encourage critical dialogue and not
just an exchange of personal experiences (Ergulec, 2019). Meaningful prompts will lead to the
generation of responses that exhibit understanding of the prompts and thoughtful responses
which in turn cause the other participants to expand their thinking (Malkin & Rehfeldt &
Shayten, 2016). Three discussion prompts will be used in this research, to view discussion
prompts see Appendix F.
Journal Entries
Reflections are collected to corroborate with information from other sources (Yin, 2009).
Qualitative data may consist of quotations, discussions and excerpts from documents such as
journals (Patton, 2002). Study participants were asked to participate in an online journal which
had required entries but may also include any entries the participant wishes to include. Required
entries were: What I Believe About Teaching, What I Believe About Students, What I Believe
About the Purpose of Education, Reflections on the Study. Guidance sentences will be provided
for journal entries for those who choose to use them. For example, Teaching is ____________,
My most important job as a teacher is ________________, Students are _________________,
my philosophy of education is ______________, Participating in this study
___________________, etc. Reflections may include verbatim interactions, thoughts on the
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research process, changes in attitudes or beliefs and anything the participant wishes to include as
data for the study. Active critical reflection is necessary in every aspect of our teaching, not only
in front of a class (Hillocks, 1984). Understanding participant’s stories and their experiences
prior to the research can illuminate the people and put faces on the data (Patton, 2003). The
journal entries gave the participants a chance to record thoughts they may have as the participate
and it will provide information about the teacher’s thought processes and beliefs prior to the
study. Texts are one aspect of the sense-making activities that enables researchers to reconstruct
the realities of the situations under study (Patton, 2002). These documents may provide insight
to teacher-student relationships, provide examples of the teacher’s philosophy of education in
action or speak to teacher behaviors that align with the teacher’s beliefs. The researcher can
make inferences from documents. However, they should be treated as clues worthy of further
investigation rather than definitive findings (Yin, 2009).
Data Analysis
Data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, testing and otherwise
recombining evidence in order to combine empirically based evidence (Yin, 2009). The
qualitative analysis typically centers on presentation of specific cases and thematic analysis
across cases (Patton, 2002). The analytic strategy for this research relies on theoretical
propositions because the study is based upon a theory from which the research questions were
created (Yin, 2009). The first step is preparing, reading and organizing the data (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). Researchers are encouraged to reread data and memo thoughts and ideas. Memos
are short phrases, ideas, or key concepts that occur to the reader (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
All interviews were transcribed verbatim. I read the interview transcription and after
receiving transcription approval from the participant, reread the interview and memos. After all
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interviews went through this process I will developed codes based upon the memo notes. Coding
involves aggregating the text or visual data into small categories of information (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). Asynchronous discussion transcripts underwent a similar process to interviews;
participant approval, memoing and coding. Yin (2009) stated that because of the overall value of
documents they play an explicit role in case studies. Journal entries were analyzed by memoing
and coding, and I thoroughly examined to identify the themes to which the documents best
identified.
The third step involved developing themes and assigning codes to key words in the
themes; a short list of 5-6 codes is recommended in the beginning (Creswell & Poth, 2018). A
qualitative data analysis software, HyperRESEARCH, was used to assist the researcher in
defining themes.
The final step in the analysis is data triangulation. When you triangulate the data the
facts of the case studies are supported by more than one source of data and addresses potential
problems of construct validity (Yin, 2009). When data analysis is complete researchers can
interpret the data. Interpretation in qualitative research is abstracting out beyond the codes and
themes to the larger meaning of the data (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I created a visual image of the
data.
Trustworthiness
Qualitative researchers strive to make their research as valid and trustworthy as
quantitative. During or after a study, qualitative researchers ask, “Did we get it right?” (Creswell
& Poth, 2018). The following three areas substantiate trustworthiness in qualitative research.
Credibility
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Triangulation and member checks establish credibility (Yin, 2009). Credibility is how
closely the research matches reality. All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim. Participants were emailed a copy of the interview to check for accuracy. Gall, Borg &
Borg (2007) define triangulation as the use of multiple data-collection methods, data sources,
analysis or theories as evidence for the validity of the qualitative research. There are four
methods of triangulation in qualitative research; methods triangulation, triangulation of sources,
analyst triangulation and theory triangulation (Patton, 1999). This research employed
triangulation of the data sources which included interviews, asynchronous discussions and online
journaling.
Dependability and Confirmability
Dependability ensures that the research findings are consistent and could be repeated, it is
measured by the standard of which the research is conducted, analyzed and presented. The
researcher must report each process in detail to enable another researcher to repeat the inquiry
and achieve similar results. Confirmability refers to the degree to which the results could be
confirmed or corroborated by others. A data audit is a valuable method to satisfy confirmability.
Dependability and confirmability are established through the auditing process (Creswell & Poth,
2018). Maintaining a chain of evidence is successful when an external observer can trace the
steps in either direction (from conclusions back to initial research questions or from questions to
conclusions (Yin, 2009).
For case studies, one of the most desirable techniques is to use pattern matching. (Yin,
2009). Pattern matching is a process of comparing an empirically based pattern with a predicted
one. If the patterns coincide the results strengthen internal validity (Yin, 2009). This research
will employ simpler pattern matching. Pattern matching is possible when there are only two
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different variables as long as a different pattern has been stipulated for the variables and
theoretically significant explanations can be provided for the different outcomes (Yin, 2009).
Transferability
Transferability is the degree to which the research can be transferred to other contexts or
settings with other respondents (Korstjens & Moser, 2018). Thick, rich description is necessary
for findings to be transferable from researcher to those being studied (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The theories guiding this researcher, Kegan’s Constructive Development Theory and Bandura’s
Self-Efficacy Theory, are applicable to many disciplines. The findings of this researcher
concerning one’s beliefs and how these beliefs compare to like professionals in different settings,
should also be applicable to many disciplines.

Ethical Considerations
No data collection took place until the researcher obtains IRB approval. The research site
was chosen and approval letters sent to superintendent and administrators. Participants were
solicited by email and willing participants received an informed consent form to return. No one
was contacted for data collection who did not return the informed consent form. Participants
were volunteers and had the right to withdraw their consent at any time. Pseudonyms were used
for the research site and all participants. Every effort was made to ensure identities can not
discovered. Participants in the research were informed that information provided was to be
securely stored against access by persons other than the researcher for a period of five years. At
the end of that five-year period all data provided by participants will be destroyed, paper records
will be shredded and electronic records deleted (Yin, 2003).
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Summary
This qualitative research is best suited to comparative multiple-case study research. All
participants are employed by the same school corporation and teach in grades K-5. Data
collection methods consisted of interviews, asynchronous discussions and documents. Data was
be coded, themes developed and analyzed using the software program HyperRESEARCH.
Member checking was completed on all types of data. The three data types were triangulated.
The intent of this research was to identify teacher beliefs that most affect teacher practice,
discover methods that best enable teachers to define their beliefs and align them with teaching
practices and increase teacher beliefs in themselves and their ability to be an effective teacher.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Overview
Teacher beliefs have a significant influence on student achievement as what a person
believes impacts their behaviors and teacher behaviors have a highly significant impact on
student achievement (Muijs & Reynolds, 2015). Teacher behaviors that are a result of teacher
beliefs include such things as; approachable, interesting, enthusiastic, encouraging, happy,
respectful, prepared, and provider of constructive feedback (Keeley, Furr & Buskist, 2009). The
purpose of this multiple case study is to discover the teacher beliefs of elementary teachers in
Title I schools and compare to the beliefs of teachers in Non-Title I schools. Chapter Four
delineates the findings of this study obtained through individual interviews, asynchronous
discussions and reflective journal entries. A narrative description (using pseudonyms) of the
participants is given, followed by a discussion of the themes developed and the research
questions to which they were aligned.
Participants
Participants for this study were selected from a southern Indiana school district. The
school district is considered urban and is the fourth largest school district in the state of Indiana.
Due to covid restrictions, all data was collected online and virtually. Participants were recruited
via email and include eight teachers currently teaching in a Title I school and two teachers
currently teaching in a Nontitle I school, however, six of the teachers have experience in both
Title and Nontitle schools, three have taught only in Title schools and one has taught only in
Nontitle schools.
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Cheryl
Cheryl, a Caucasian female, is 50 years old and has 16 years of teaching experience. She
currently teaches fifth grade in a Title I school but has experience in both types of schools. She
began her college education as a business major but transferred colleges and majors after her
sophomore year. Her student teaching experience was excellent and was completed under the
guidance of a 5th grade teacher. Cheryl currently teaches 5th grade but has also taught 4th, 7th and
8th. Her career began at a private church affiliated school and she taught a combined 7-8th grade
class. Class numbers were small but she describes the class as mostly boys and very rowdy.
When her second child turned one, she resigned from her teaching position and became a stay-athome mother for the next 10 years. Upon returning to the work force she found a job in a charter
school teaching 4th grade. Due to some administrative changes she left the charter school four
years later and found her current position in a Title I school teaching 5th grade.
Michael
Michael, a Caucasian male, is 56 years old and has 24 years of teaching experience. He
currently teaches fifth grade in a Nontitle I school but has experience in both types of schools.
He has a California license and an Indiana license. His undergrad degree was in business and he
worked in that field about 10 years before deciding to get a masters in business. He took a
substitute teaching job to help pay for the masters. He subbed in California for 11 months and
they needed teachers so badly they offered him a full-time job. By that time, he realized he
really enjoyed teaching and saw a bigger purpose in the career as opposed to business, so he
accepted the offer and signed a paper saying he would complete six units a year to obtain his
teaching credential. He never had a student teaching experience. After twenty years of teaching
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in California he moved to Indiana where he taught one year in a Title I school and the past three
years at a Nontitle I school.
Jolie
Jolie, a Caucasian female, is 47 years old and has eight years of teaching experience. She
currently teaches third grade. The first six years were in a wealthy Nontitle I school and the past
two have been in a Title I school. Her undergraduate degree was in business. She states she
enjoyed business but not sitting in a cubicle all day. After completing a year and a half thesis
Master’s degree program concentrated on technology in the classroom, she began her student
teaching experience. She was assigned to two young teachers who were co-teaching so she
“triple taught” and she described the experience as unique. It was also a bit tedious because the
school she was student teaching in is wealthy and conservative but the university supervisor was
very liberal which caused a few issues. Jolie was hired as a sixth grade teacher in the school
where she did her student teaching and she currently teaches third grade.
Sally
Sally, a Caucasian female, is 50 years old and has 27 years of teaching experience. All of
the 27 years have been in Nontitle I schools. She has taught kindergarten, art grades K-5 and
currently teaches 4th grade. Sally received her undergrad in education from a teacher college in
Kentucky. She student taught kindergarten in a small rural school and then accepted a
kindergarten teaching position in her hometown as her first job. Sally also has a masters degree
in elementary education earned in the summers off from school.
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Sara
Sara, a Caucasian female, is 61 years old and has 35 years of teaching experience. Sara
has a bachelors degree in elementary education and a masters degree in elementary education.
Although her student teaching experience was in in first grade, her first teaching position was 6th
and 7th grade english teacher in a Title I middle school. The second year she was able to transfer
to an elementary school, the same school in which she is currently employed. At the time she
transferred the school was Nontitle I but categorized as Title I three years ago. She has taught
first, third, fifth, related arts and currently teaches second grade.
Nora
Nora, a Caucasian female, is 62 years old with 33 years of teaching experience. She is
retiring at the end of the current school year. Her student teaching experience was in third grade
at an upper middle class Nontitle school. Nora subbed two years before getting a permanent
position but all of her 33 years have been at the same school where she has taught second, third
and currently teaches fourth grade. The school was Nontitle I when she began her career but
categorized to Title I three years ago. She states that even though it was Nontitle I for many
years, the demographics were working middle class as compared to the upper middle class at the
Nontitle I school where she had student taught and often subbed, she remembers that the schools
had very different atmospheres.
Kelly
Kelly, a Caucasian female, is 41 years old. She has 18 years of teaching experience. She
student taught first grade and currently teaches first grade but she describes the settings as
complete opposites. The student teaching experience took place in a small rural, Nontitle I
school, with a class of 12 students. One of the students had cerebral palsy so she had a full-time
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aide. There were three adults in a classroom of twelve children and she states that the
atmosphere and learning experiences were fantastic. Her current first grade is in a Title I school
with 27 children, seven of which have moderate to severe behavioral disorders. She teaches
alone but a para professional drops into the room each day to check on the students. Kelly has
also taught in an EH (emotionally handicapped room) and in third grade. She has a Bachelors in
Elementary Education and a Masters in Literacy which was obtained through an online
university.
Watez
Watez, a male African American, is 23 years old and has two years of teaching
experience. His bachelors degree was in music but upon deciding to become a teacher he
enrolled in a Transition to Teaching program to obtain his degree. He was hired to teach first
grade on a temporary license, while completing the program. Although he describes that first
year as devastating and horrible, he stuck with the program and is currently enjoying teaching 5th
grade at a different school. Both positions are in Title I schools but the first grade position was
in an inner-city school that is also considered full-service due to the poverty level of the student
population. His current position is in a Title I school but the population is suburban and the level
of students on free/reduced lunch is 76% as compared to 98% in the first school. He was not
able to complete student teaching as he was employed on the temporary license at that time and
no observations took place as that was the spring of 2020 and schools were shut down due to
covid. Although he describes the start of his teaching career as challenging at best, he has
applied for a masters degree in school administration and hopes to use his difficult teaching
experience to help him better understand new teachers when he is an administrator.
Wyatt
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Wyatt, a Caucasian male, is 27 years old and has seven years of teaching. All seven
years have been at the same Title I school and in fourth grade. His bachelors degree is in
elementary education and he does not have a masters degree. His K-12 education and his student
teaching experience occurred at the same school which he now believes was not a good idea.
The school was very rural and very small with only 10-20 students per grade. The town was
small and everyone knew each other so classroom management and discipline were a non-issue
which left him unprepared for teaching in a Title I school in the state’s fourth largest school
district.
Tonya
Tonya, a Caucasian female, is 53 years old and has 32 years of teaching experience. Her
student teaching experience was in first grade and a practicum experience in kindergarten. Most
of her career has been in kindergarten but Tonya also taught first grade one year, reading
recovery two years and music for three years. She currently teachers kindergarten in a Title I
school. She has a bachelors in elementary education and a masters in elementary education
which was obtained by attending classes on Saturdays early in her career.
Results
This multiple case study compares two cases, Title I schools and Nontitle I schools. Each
participant participated in an interview, three asynchronous discussions and a reflection at the
end of the study; all of which shared the topic of teacher beliefs concerning themselves as
teachers, student learning and the purpose or purposes of education. Memoing was used on the
asynchronous discussion to aid in the development of codes. Memoing was completed by
highlighting pertinent information in discussion responses and organizing the highlighted
comments into a table. Interviews were transcribed and member checked, then loaded into
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HyperRESEARCH using the codes developed from the discussions. New codes were added as
necessary. Using HyperRESEARCH report formation, the top codes and themes were identified,
corroborating evidence from the reflections was noted through color coded highlighting.
Triangulating data examines the consistency of the different sources and allows for comparison
between settings, in this instance, Title I versus Nontitle I elementary schools (Patton, 2002).
Asynchronous Discussions
The first discussion prompt asked teachers to discuss “teacher self-efficacy”, what are the
causes of low self-efficacy, methods of improving self-efficacy and the effect of teacher selfefficacy on the students. The following table shows results of the asynchronous discussion
answers concerning “causes of low self-efficacy” (see Table 1).
Table 1
Causes of Low Self-efficacy
______________________________________________________________________________
Response
Frequency
Title
Nontitle I
______________________________________________________________________________
Not a good student yourself
1
0
Poor self-image/self-efficacy in general
1
1
Stress - personal or work
3
0
Lack of support – administrative or colleague
4
1
Frustrating student behavior
1
0
______________________________________________________________________________
Although many things may contribute to a teacher’s low self-efficacy, the most frequent
response was “lack of support” whether it be a lack of support from colleagues or from one’s
administrator. Albert Bandura states in his Theory of Self-Efficacy that one of the ways to build
self-efficacy is through experience (Bandura, 1977). Michael, a 5th grade teacher in a Nontitle I
school describes a new teacher’s beginning this way, “we take a new teacher with little real
experience and toss them in a class and say do a good job and oh, show growth on the NWEA”.
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Tonya, a teacher with 33 years of experience believes that, “the number one cause of low selfefficacy is having people enter the teaching profession with a lack of understanding of what they
will be expected to handle when they get into a classroom”. She also states, “newer teachers can
have issues with self-efficacy because there is not the same kind of teacher comradery that
veteran teachers had the luxury of experiencing”.
The second question in prompt 1 is “How can self-efficacy be increased?” Eight of the
ten participants cited “experience” as the number one method of increasing self-efficacy and
“more on the job training with an emphasis on classroom management and lesson planning” was
mentioned as a possible solution by six participants (see Table 2). Nora’s comment concerning
ways to improve self-efficacy was “teachers definitely grow in confidence over time. I think too
little time and help is given currently to the less experienced teachers and it is very hard to
provide the help because of time constraints.” Cheryl also believes self-efficacy “comes with
time” and she adds “but teaching is one profession where the bar is constantly moving, a new
curriculum is rolled out and we have to learn something unfamiliar” or “the standards change,
the list goes on and on”.
Classroom management has been the focal point of many different studies and research
projects. Unfortunately, it has also been cited as one of the top three reasons teachers leave the
field of education not only today, but for the last 40 years (Berry, 2010). Without adequate
classroom experience, new teachers may feel unprepared and lost when left alone in their own
classroom. One participant who mentioned lack of experience in classroom management and
lesson planning as a cause of low self-efficacy stated “I’ve seen so many lessons that look good
but flop in practice. Inexperienced teachers don’t know what will and won’t work in a given
situation”. She (Nora), believes a prepared curriculum for new teachers to follow would be
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helpful as well as “REAL time to plan with other teachers not an administrator ran 30 minute
PLC”. Tonya suggests a “year-long internship” instead of student teaching. Kelly’s answer
corroborates with this as she says “when you student teach you are walking into a completely
set-up and organized classroom, a pre-determined discipline plan and all routines are already
learned; then you walk into your own classroom one August and you have no idea how to teach
those routines, set-up the classroom and you probably won’t remember everything. For example,
I had all these cute little clips with each students’ names on them and cute little signs with the
lunch choices and they were supposed to clip their name to their lunch choice. Some of them
couldn’t read their names (I’m teaching first grade) and no one could read the lunch choices so it
was pandemonium. It was my fault but I hadn’t even thought of that.”
Table 2
How Self-Efficacy is Improved
_____________________________________________________________________________
Responses
Title I
Nontitle I
_____________________________________________________________________________
Plan time with colleagues
4
1
More support for new teachers
3
2
Prepared curriculum for new teachers
3
1
On the job training/mentoring
4
2
Experience
6
2
Allow teacher creativity
2
1
_____________________________________________________________________________
The third part of the discussion asked “How does the teacher’s self-efficacy, whether
high or low, affect the students? Four participants responded that when student perception of
teacher feelings and expectations affects their success (see Table 3 ). Sara writes “I feel the
teacher can project feelings causing students to either believe or not believe in themselves.
When teachers are positive, encouraging and upbeat around their students, I think students model
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that learned behavior”. Tonya states “Students know what their teacher is feeling. A happy
teacher creates an environment where students feel safe and loved. A teacher who is not
confident sends mixed messages to students causing them to be in a state of insecurity. So much
about a child’s success both academically and socially depends on the relationship they can build
with their teacher.”
Michael compared a child’s desire to work in the classroom to an adult’s desire to work
on the job; “I absolutely believe that self-efficacy affects the students. The students are no
different than we are when we have a boss. If they are confident, then we work harder for them.”
Cheryl sums it up when she writes, “Teachers struggling with this (self-efficacy) may end up
with students that walk all over them. Students like and thrive in a class that is calm, full of
confidence and trust. This is what every teacher hopes to achieve.”
Table 3
How Teacher Self-Efficacy Affects Students
_______________________________________________________________________
Responses
Title I
Nontitle I
_______________________________________________________________________
Students notice when lessons aren’t going well
2
1
Poor lessons delivery causes control issues
3
1
Students know when teacher can be manipulated
3
0
Student perception of teacher feelings affects
their success
4
High self-efficacy causes fewer parent issues
2
1
________________________________________________________________________
The second discussion prompt concerns teacher beliefs about student learning. The
prompt has four parts; do all students need to learn everything at the same rate, can every student
learn, should students be allowed to move on even if there are prior concepts they have not
mastered and what are some positive/negative teacher beliefs that affect student learning. All
participants were in agreement on the first two parts (see Table 4 ). No, every student does not
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need to learn at the same rate as the other students and yes, every student can learn. Several
participants were unclear about the third part, should students be allowed to move on if prior
concepts are not mastered? Sara writes, “Move on to a new concept? Yes. Move on to a new
grade? This depends on how many concepts have not been mastered and what those concepts
are in regards to the curriculum being taught. For example, moving on to first grade with no
mastery of letter/sound recognition may cause the student to remain behind for quite some time.”
Tonya agrees with Sara writing, “accepting immature students into kindergarten and or
promoting them without the basic skills needed to read in first grade is setting them up for
failure”. However, Michael writes, “no, if talking about repeating a grade, students who are
retained are less likely to graduate”.
Table 4
Student Learning
___________________________________________________________________________
Responses
Title I yes/no
Nontitle I yes/no
___________________________________________________________________________
Do all students need to learn at same rate?
0/8
0/2
Can every student learn?
8/0
2/0
Should students be allowed to move on
even if there are concepts unmastered? 3/2
1/1
____________________________________________________________________________

The final part of the prompt called for examples of teacher behaviors, positive or negative
and how those behaviors affect students. The two most commonly mentioned positive teacher
behaviors were; meet children where they are and develop good relationships with students (see
Table ). Tonya writes about two adages of advice a college professor gave her “find out where
the child is and start there and just because they can, doesn’t mean they should”. She continues
“teachers need to be willing to find out where the child is and not pigeonhole them as unable to
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learn because they aren’t at the expected level” and “make sure child has a solid foundation in a
skill before moving on, just because they can do something does not mean they are solid. Find a
teacher who has strong relationships with their students and you will find a positive teacher”.
Nora believes that “students know when people believe in them and when they don’t,
constant negative beliefs only feed more negativity and learning slows down.” Sara believes that
“some teachers give up on certain students and believe they really can’t learn”. The negative
belief of “giving up on students” was the number one negative belief described in the
discussions. Teachers show this belief by “sitting students in the hallway to complete work they
don’t know how to do”, saying things like “never mind, you don’t have to do it, you don’t get it
anyway” and not including certain students in discussions. See Table for examples of positive
and negative beliefs.
Table 5
Teacher Beliefs
____________________________________________________________________________
Responses for positive beliefs
Title I
Nontitle I
____________________________________________________________________________
Teachers need to make learning fun
8
2
Teachers need to form relationships
with students
8
2
Meet students where they are
5
0
Leave adult stresses at the door
3
1
____________________________________________________________________________
Responses for negative beliefs
____________________________________________________________________________
Giving up on students
6
0
Giving up on the curriculum
0
1
Believing a child’s situation won’t change
2
0
Believing you must jump through hoops
4
1
Believing you’ve failed when you don’t meet
data points
2
0
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Prompt three required teachers to discuss if they supported a concentrated curriculum of
math and science or a liberal arts curriculum? This study takes place with elementary teachers so
many of them were undecided as elementary is generally an all-round curriculum with basic
knowledge everyone needs to know. Jolie states “at elementary level it definitely needs to be
liberal arts so children understand the basics of all genres, everything we teach is a building
block for the next level”. Cheryl teaches in a school that struggles to pass the state standardized
tests so they focus all their time on math and reading with physical education being the only
special. “Very little science and social studies is even included and we don’t do art or music, all
because we need improve on the test, I really hate that for our kids” she says. See Table

to

view various responses and frequency.
Table 6
Purpose of K-12 education
Responses
Title I
Nontitle 1
______________________________________________________________________________
Science/Math concentrate
0
0
Liberal Arts
5
2
Undecided
2
0
Depends on intended career
1
0
Interviews
All participants were interviewed, eight were in-person and two were virtual interviews.
The teachers were eager to talk about their experiences, highs and lows of their careers. There
were many recurring themes and very few differences between the themes of Title I teachers and
Nontitle I teachers. Initial themes found through memoing during analysis of discussion prompts
were used in the interview analysis to check for corroboration among the data. All interview
transcripts and initial codes were loaded into HyperRESEARCH. Additional codes were
developed and recurrences among all teachers and Title I versus Nontitle I were identified.
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When combining all teachers the top three themes were “handling student emotions, new teacher
struggles and professional development”.
Handling Student Emotions
This theme is the one with the largest differentiation between Title I and Nontitle I
teachers. Title I teachers reference the fact that most of their kids do what they are supposed to
do and drama isn’t a big issue at their school. Michael also says, “I think being a man teacher I
have an advantage. I worked in the business field before teaching and I hired and fired people. I
tell the kids when you do this on the job, you’re fired. . . . so when there’s drama I tell them I’ve
got two words for you, you’re fired”. Sally says, “I love my class this year, they amaze me how
they talk things out! Of course, not every year is like this and when I do have drama I try to
handle that in a way that doesn’t interfere with the other students’ learning. It’s more important
that 19 learn than handling the one acting out, right?” Although the Nontitle I teachers did not
mention administrator support in handling student emotions, they did talk about tools given to
them by the district such as SEL lessons and Mindup activities. Nontitle I teachers also felt they
have good parent support when handling student emotions and behavior.
Title I teachers overwhelmingly mentioned items such as, “extreme anger outbursts,
chair-throwers, lack of support, expected to handle too much, physically hurting other students,
physically hurting teachers and aides and inability to teach due to student behaviors”.
Administrator support was quite varied among the Title I teachers. Wyatt says “my first
principal handled things, he would call home and there would be a punishment, it would be taken
care of. Now, sometimes I’ve had to call home, I don’t even know what the punishment was or
if there is one. Sometimes they just sit in the office doing nothing which is what the kids want.”
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Jolie feels that possibly the system is taking too long to identify students who need more
help than a caring teacher can give, when referring to a third grade student in her class who was
just identified for special education she says “I can’t understand how she’s getting identified now
and not a year and half ago. There’s different kinds of support that could happen faster that I
think would help. I mean, last year was horrible, I had a kid threaten to kill herself in front of the
class multiple times and go person by person around the room telling how they were going to kill
each of us, no help from the office. Um, I had a kid, no fault of their own, go without medication
for months at a time and destroy my classroom. I mean, we couldn’t teach a lesson, prep for
tests, they literally threw desks, chairs, it was so hard to deal with.”
Kelly also mentioned having to deal with students whose parents did not give their
prescribed medication. She states in her interview, “there’s not really issues with A______ until
they don’t give him his medicine. Then he’s horrible, I mean he went insane earlier, two weeks
ago, saying horrible things and punching the aide, I mean he went nuts. Mom and dad were
furious at me and at the school and why? Your child didn’t take his medicine for several days so
it’s built up, that’s you! He hurt students, he ran away, he punched adults, he spit on people, he
cussed and said horrible things, why are you mad at me?” Kelly says that she feels the principal
tries to help her as much as he can but he is very hesitant to send students home and if he does it
is usually just for the rest of that day.
Cheryl teaches at a different Title I school than Jolie. Cheryl’s school qualifies for more
supports than Jolie’s school and she mentions that as a huge advantage over the Title I schools
that don’t qualify for support personnel. Cheryl states “I listen to teachers who teach in Title
schools where they don’t have assistant principals, extra counselors, social workers, they don’t
have all these other people cause I know I can’t give them everything they need. I have an
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endless list of people who can research what each student needs.” She continues, “we have highfliers that have freak-out sessions often but I don’t have to deal with them, they are removed
immediately until they can return to the regular classroom and act accordingly”. Following is a
comparison of Title I teacher beliefs about “handling student emotions” compared to Nontitle I
teachers beliefs about “handling student emotions”.
Areas of agreement between Title I and Nontitle I teachers concerning Handling Student
Emotions” were “I handle it myself 98% of the time, ignore small issues so others can continue
to learn and I call for help when other methods don’t work”. Areas of contrast between Title I
and Nontitle I teachers concerning Handling Student Emotions were “expected to handle too
much, I receive administrator support when needed the use of SEL lessons or similar
curriculums”.
Table 7
Comparison of Teacher Beliefs Concerning Student Emotions
______________________________________________________________________________
Responses (Frequency in percentages)
Title I Teachers
Nontitle I Teachers
______________________________________________________________________________
I handle it myself 98% of the time
88
100
Ignore small issues so others learn
75
50
Use SEL curriculums/or like materials
38
50
Expected to handle too much
63
0
I receive administrator support when needed
25
100
I call for help when other methods don’t work
50
50
Parents are willing to help with behavior
12
100
____________________________________________________________________________

New Teacher Struggles
There was much agreement between Title I and Nontitle I teachers in the area of New
Teacher Struggles. Teachers on both sides of the comparison mentioned, “not knowing what to
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expect from the kids” as a struggle and one that they had not anticipated. However, each teacher
seemed to have different twist on what they meant by “not knowing what to expect from the
kids”. Michael hadn’t truly realized that “they were all going to learn the same topic differently,
for example, math was easy for me so I taught it in a way that I understood, I quickly realized
that math is not easy for everyone and that many of the students weren’t getting it the way I was
teaching it”. Michael also says “Even though I am really good at math, I’m a better ELA teacher
because I had to teach myself a lot of the concepts and that helped me understand how the kids
might need to be taught ELA so they understand”.
Nora says she now believes “When I was a new teacher I didn’t understand why they did
so much stupid stuff, then when I had my own children I realized, they’re just being kids and
acting their age.” Wyatt believes his small town upbringing left him without the background
necessary to be prepared for an urban teaching position. “I was used to ten kids in a class. It
was a learning curve to know what to expect from the kids each day”.
Teachers in both cases mentioned “lack of teacher comradery or lack of true teacher
mentoring” as a struggle for beginning teachers. Sara says “the help of her colleagues her first
year was what led to her success and today’s new teachers don’t get that help, there’s no time
and because of social media there’s a lack of conversation, someone might email and ask a new
teacher how it’s going but that’s not the same as stopping by the room”. Discipline was another
shared concern among new teachers in both Title I schools and Nontitle I schools. Watez may
have addressed the discipline issue the best when he said, “you can take all the classes and read
all the research you want but when you’re in the heat of the moment with your class it’s not the
same”. Cheryl says her first year of teaching in a private school was out of control, “there were
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only eight boys in the class but they ran over me, I had to navigate my way and figure out how I
was going to handle it”.
The only significant difference between Title I teachers and Nontitle I teachers
concerning New Teacher Struggles was the theme of lesson planning. Kelly found it difficult to
be certain she was actually teaching the standard, “like what does the standard mean and was I
actually hitting it?” Watez says the hardest thing for me was “I had never created a lesson, I
think teaching first grade, it’s hard, to actually teach somebody how to read and it’s so
important”. Nora believes that “although experienced teachers loathe scripted lesson plans, they
might be beneficial to new teachers who have no idea what to say, how to begin the lesson or
how to conclude one”. She adds “I’ve seen beautifully created lessons fail miserably, new
teachers have no idea what’s going to work and what isn’t, that’s when colleagues need to help
out or a teacher mentor”.
Table 8
New Teacher Struggles
______________________________________________________________________________
Responses
(Frequency in percentages)
Title I (8)
Nontitle I (2)
______________________________________________________________________________
Not knowing what to expect from kids
50
50
Lack of colleague interaction
63
50
Discipline
75
50
Lesson planning
50
0
Teaching out of area or grade level
25
0
Lack of administrator support
13
0
More work than I thought
0
50
______________________________________________________________________________
Professional Development
Teachers are generally required to complete certain professional development (PD)
courses or trainings throughout their career. Course topics are generally centered around new
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curriculums or programs, teaching methods, data collecting or new teacher orientation. There
were few differences in opinions of Title I and Nontitle I teachers concerning professional
development. Teachers were asked if they believed professional development was helpful and
why or why not? The leading answer for both cases on why it isn’t helpful was “it isn’t what I
need”.
Jolie says “I love to learn and I do a lot of PD online on topics of interest to me but have
little tolerance for PD that doesn’t teach me anything. Just this week I completed the mandated
PD on homelessness, seizures and suicide training. I know what to do with homeless kids, meet
their needs, if someone has a seizure call 911 and then the office.” Cheryl wishes the
corporation would treat the teachers the way teachers are expected to treat students, “Meet us
where we are, we don’t all need the same PD yet every year it’s mandated for all schools of all
types in the corporation. We’re expected to differentiate instruction to meet student needs, they
should differentiate PD to meet teacher and/or school needs.” Tonya states “any helpful PD I’ve
had over the years, I sought out myself”.
When is PD helpful? Sara and Nora stated that “PD in their early years of teaching
seemed to be more helpful” but they acknowledged that may be because they knew less about
what they were doing. Sally and Wyatt believe that PD is extremely important for new teachers
as they now nothing about the curriculum or the school but Wyatt says “once I got through the
first three years the rest of it has been wasted time”.
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Table 9
Teacher Opinions of Professional Development
__________________________________________________________________________
Responses
Frequency
Title I
Nontitle I
__________________________________________________________________________
Helpful for new teachers
3
1
Helpful when I choose my PD
5
2
PD should not be mandated
6
2
Presenter quality is poor
1
0
Presenters talk down to us
1
0
Wastes time playing silly games
1
0
___________________________________________________________________________

Online Journal Reflections
Teachers were asked to reflect upon their participation in this study. Participants were
encouraged to reflect upon their perceived importance of teacher beliefs, their opinion of how
important it is to know what you believe, and their opinions on professional development. All
teachers believed teacher beliefs affected students, sometimes negatively and sometimes
positively. Teachers also agreed that what the teacher believes should be important to them as it
determines how they treat their students but teachers were divided, although not by Title I or
Nontitle I, upon whether “teacher beliefs” should be a topic of professional development.
Recurrent themes and frequencies from online journal reflections are reflected in the table below.
Table 10
Online Journal Reflection Themes
__________________________________________________________________________
Themes
Frequency
Title
Nontitle
__________________________________________________________________________
Teacher beliefs cause students to have poor self-concept 6
2
Teacher beliefs inspire students
5
1
Teacher beliefs raise or lower self-esteem
4
2
Why teacher beliefs should
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not be a PD topic or class
6
2
__________________________________________________________________________
Teacher Beliefs are Important
The general theme from this prompt, both Title I teachers and Nontitle I, was that a
teacher’s beliefs are important but it is not necessary to know them when you begin, you learn
them as you go and they change through experience. Types of teacher beliefs recorded in the
reflections about “are teacher beliefs important” included; beliefs about oneself, beliefs in the
curriculum you are teaching and beliefs about students. Some teachers admitted this was
something they really had not thought about previously to this study.
Sally wrote, “This isn’t something I ever sit around and think about but it’s good to know
yourself, but, I don’t think you necessarily need to know what you believe about teaching before
you teach.” Sara agreed with Sally when she wrote, “I don’t know that you have to know your
beliefs to be a teacher. You are going to learn what you believe as you start to experience it. It’s
important to believe in yourself first, that you can do it, that you can get them to do what you
need them to do.” Michael states “I think that teachers have something they believe or they
wouldn’t be teaching but I think it’s different for all of us.”
Beliefs develop as you begin your career and they change over time, were both
mentioned by several teachers. Wyatt wrote “Teacher don’t need to know what they believe
before they start teaching because it morphs, as long as you’re teaching your thinking is going to
change slightly.” Jolie states, “I think beliefs are really important and that’s why I think about it
a lot, about what I think of testing, or anything but I also know, I need to change things too. I
know that change is going to be essential so I guess one of my beliefs is “you can believe
whatever you want but when something changes you gotta change.” You gotta figure it out, my
beliefs guide a lot of what I do.”
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Teacher Beliefs Affect Students
Teachers in both Title I schools and Nontitle I schools agreed that what a teacher believes
about a student and/or students in general affects the students. Unfortunately, teachers had more
experiences with negative teacher beliefs than positive. Sara writes, “I’ve witnessed teachers
that have no belief that some kids can do anything. It hurts them both, if you already have that
belief that, that kid can’t do anything, how can you teach that kid to do anything?” Michael’s
response was “Negative beliefs, absolutely can affect a child and for a long time. When I taught
6th grade we had a 5th grade teacher who said every year, wait until you get this student, he’s got
a bad attitude. I would have no problem with him but her negative belief could have affected
him in 6th grade too if I had believed her. It’s an accumulative affect, it’s huge”.
Nora wrote about negative belief concerning students with special needs. “I’ve seen
people think that they can handle certain kids, like Asperger kids, until they get them in the
classroom and then they don’t meet them where they are, they want them to be something
different than they are, I tend to get those kids now. Not because I do anything special but I meet
them where they are, I don’t treat everybody equally, I treat what you need and most of the kids
will come to understand, I mean, I talk to the other kids and explain this student needs different
things than you do. I think this age (fourth grade) is so good at handling that when you explain
it to them first.”
Tonya wrote about a teacher who sat a child in the hallway to do work they didn’t know
how to do. “She sat her in the hallway because they were getting ready to do something fun and
L______ didn’t know how to do the two digit subtraction. How is she going to do it in the
hallway if she doesn’t understand it in the classroom? She (the teacher) obviously didn’t believe
it was her job to help her understand. I sat down with her and asked her, L___________, what is
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it you don’t understand? Answered that question and she got it done in a couple of minutes. She
(the teacher) had no more worked with that child than the man on the moon!” Michael may have
summed it up best when he wrote “I hear people in public say things like “kids are so bad these
days”, kids have been the same for thousands of years, but I worry that some teachers think that
and when they start thinking that, I think it’s time to find another job. Most kids are good kids
and they always have been”.
Teacher beliefs can also have a positive effect on students. Kelly’s example of a
teacher’s positive affect on a student was an example where she was the student. “My favorite
teacher was my first grade teacher. I loved her hands down. She was just so happy and I just
always thought, I want to be her, like when kids are forty, I want them to look at me and say, I
want to be her.” Michael also mentions a teacher who affected him positively and developed his
love for history. “My fifth grade teacher was a good teacher. I actually got to know her as an
adult in an historical organization. It appeared to me she enjoyed her job and when the teacher is
enjoying her job it rubs off on the kids.”
Sara wrote, “I believe kids can tell when the teacher believes in them. Case in point, I
had a kid who was always in trouble last year, stole from his teacher daily. I believe this year he
is a happy student, have not seen or caught him stealing anything at all. I think the difference is
he knows he is well-loved, it’s having the belief of somebody believing in him.” Tonya teaches
kindergarten and feels like being a child’s first teacher gives her a chance to really see their
heart. “There’s been kids come through my door and had no one to be their cheerleader but me,
I have them in kindergarten and they’re one way, they keep moving up and then they’re totally
different kids. S_______, that kid has such a soft heart, I mean, but you don’t know that because
of how he behaves himself now (5th grade). When I see him in trouble, I pull him aside and say,
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“Hey, what’s going on?” When they know you have seen the better in them and you can call
them out on it, it’s nice to have that kind of connection but it’s also really sad because you’re not
with them all the time and you have to hope that what you’ve said carries with them.”
Teacher Beliefs and rofessional Development
Eight teachers completed this prompt, six Title I teachers and two Nontitle I teachers. All
eight agreed that this should not be a mandated professional development topic but was a good
topic for teachers to choose from on choice professional development. Wyatt wrote, “I mean
you can sit through a class or PD and tune things out, so, um, I would think that it would have to
be something learned on your own versus something mandatory where you can sit and smile but
not be listening to a thing they say”. Cheryl says, “This goes back to giving teachers the freedom
to do what they know best. I feel like PD is throwing crap at everybody and giving us junk we
do not need. Let us decide if it is something we feel we need.” Jolie expressed an opinion that
explains the problem with providing a choice on important PD, “That’s so hard, so much of my
beliefs I wiggle in and out and they change with experience, but I don’t know, some teachers’
beliefs I wonder about, maybe those teachers need PD on beliefs . . . . or maybe I do
(laughing).”
Research Question Responses
This section addresses the research questions in reference to the responses of K-5
teachers in a Title I elementary school as compared to the responses of K-5 teachers in a Nontitle
I elementary school. The responses synthesize the information obtained in group discussion
boards, personal interviews and online journal reflections.
Research Question One
RQ1: What do elementary teachers in Title I schools believe about themselves as
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teachers compared to what elementary teachers in Nontitle I schools believe about themselves as
teachers? There were no truly notable differences between the responses of Title I teachers and
Nontitle I teachers in response to this question. The three most common themes after combining
data from all three sources were; I believe I care about kids, I teach for a purpose or reason larger
than myself, I teach to inspire kids the way I was inspired by a teacher.
There were only two Nontitle I teachers that volunteered for the study, they both were
inspired by a teacher that made an impression on them. Michael did not immediately enter the
teaching profession from college. He first entered the corporate world and worked there for
eleven years but when he took a substitute job to pay for his MBA, he realized he loved working
with kids. He then remembered a former fifth grade teacher that was “just so happy about her
job and it was fun to go to her class” and he wanted to “be that teacher to other kids”. Michael
also states, “teachers don’t make what you make in the corporate world and I knew that, but
teaching is something bigger than myself.” Sally always knew she wanted to be a teacher, “I
liked school which meant it must have been fun and I had good teachers so I wanted to be that
kind of teacher for other kids”.
Title I teachers tell similar stories of being inspired by the teachers they knew as students.
Jolie, whose parents happened to be teachers, says she “left the corporate world after 13 years
because she was tired of being in a cubicle. I wanted to do something with meaning, something
that contributed to society.” Tonya and Watez “always knew they liked kids and I wanted to
work with kids”. Cheryl, Nancy and Sara, who have always worked in Title I schools, say they
“believe I make a difference, a difference in the lives of the kids and many times, in the lives of
their families”.
Research Question Two
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RQ2: What do teachers in a Title I elementary school believe about student learning as
compared with what teachers in a Nontitle I elementary school believe about student learning?
Themes that developed when combining data concerning research question two were: I believe
all students can learn, I do not/do believe in graded homework, I do/do not believe extreme
behavior problems should be removed from my room, I do/do not believe I must handle physical
needs, I do/do not believe I must handle drama, I do/do not believe all concepts/standards must
be mastered to move on, I do/do not believe it is my job to ensure learning takes place.
All teachers believed “all students can learn”. Teachers in both Title I and Nontitle I
agreed that “not every concept must be mastered to move on” with a couple of exceptions.
Teachers of kindergarten and first grade, both of which were Title I, remarked that some of the
concepts they teach are foundational to learning to read and complete math computations.
“Sending a child to first grade without knowing their letters and letter sounds would be setting
that child up for failure” wrote Tonya. A third point of agreement between Title I and Nontitle I
teachers was that teachers believed “I am responsible for student learning”. “Students are
responsible for doing their part but it’s my job to make sure I teach it in a way the students can
understand and if the first way doesn’t work I need to try another method” wrote Jolie. Cheryl
believes “as long as the child is trying, the teacher must stay at it until they get it”.
Themes that were beliefs for Title I but not found among Nontitle I was the belief that
extreme behavior problems need to be removed from the room by someone other than the
teacher. Michael, a Nontitle I teacher, wrote “that’s really not an issue here, most of the kids do
what they are supposed to do” and Sally, who is also a Nontitle I teacher, wrote “if someone is
being disruptive I ignore it so I can continue to teach the other ones and deal with that child at
recess”. The Title I teachers were not talking about simply being disruptive, their examples of
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extreme behaviors included throwing classroom furniture, threatening to kill the teacher or other
students, screaming at the top of their lungs and physically hurting the other students. Tonya
says “too often we’re forced to handle these extreme cases because the office is too busy and
then no one can learn, kids like that take all of your time.”
Physical needs and homework were two other areas that were common among the Title I
teachers but Nontitle I teachers either didn’t have at all or they dealt with it differently.
Homework was regularly assigned by both of the Title I teachers, although Michael was quite
relaxed about it and Sally was more traditional. Michael wrote, “I do give homework and I
expect them to do it but if it’s not back the next day I’m ok with it coming in late as long as it
gets here”. Sally said, “I tell the kids since you were playing while they did their homework last
night, you can do your homework while they are playing at recess. I never take the whole recess
but enough to make a point”. Both Michael and Sally grade homework. The Nontitle teachers
were mixed as to whether they gave homework and what type of homework but none of the
Nontitle I teachers graded homework. Jolie wrote “I give a participation grade, two extra
percentage points on a spelling test, because you never really know who did the homework”.
Sara provides a choice of activities for homework, it isn’t graded or mandatory but she wrote, “I
do it because we have a few parents who want their child to do work at night. This gives them
some ideas and I give the child a chance to talk about their activity, and what they did, at school
the next day. That also usually spurs other kids on, to wanting to do the activities.” Wyatt
wrote, “I don’t do homework. I tried my first year and I said if you don’t do the work you will
stay in at recess. I had 18 kids here inside at recess and they still wouldn’t do the homework and
I’m the one that’s frustrated”. Cheryl said, “We do block scheduling and with the type of
families we have, we don’t do homework. The kids have enough time to do the work in the
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room and then we are there to help. I think our parents appreciate that as well.”
Research Question Three
RQ3: What do teachers in a Title I elementary school believe about the purposes of
education as compared to what teachers in a Nontitle I elementary school believe about the
purposes of education? The answers to this reflection were different but predictable between
Title I teachers and Nontitle I teachers. Michael, a Nontitle I teacher, believed his job was to
make learning fun, have a good time with the kids and they will learn. He labeled it his “Field of
Dreams philosophy, if you make it fun they will learn”. Sally believed “we hold the kids
accountable but at our school they are being taught how to be a good person at home so we can
focus more on academics”.
Title I teachers view their job differently. Jolie wrote, “the purpose of education is
always to give the student tools to contribute to society, we need them to be what they are
supposed to be for society but it’s different here (Title I school). When I taught at (Nontitle I
school) our test scores were so high that our struggle was how to show improvement. That’s a
bit of a change cause now I focus a whole lot on passing the tests. There I could focus on big
ideas and I connected the big ideas to art and the world and history, thinking deeper. My
teaching has to go a lot farther here than it did there.”
Tonya wrote, “I said it earlier and I’ll say it again, we have to meet them where they are,
and sometimes where they are is sad. The things they think are normal is really sad. You know,
a mom held a knife to dad last night and she got taken to jail. Things you hear them talk about
and what’s in their mind it’s like wow! There’s nothing we can do about it because they think
their lives are normal.” Cheryl teaches fifth grade in Title I school and writes about preparing
the students to head off to middle school and make good life choices. “I talk to my kids, I mean,
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I tell them, if you do not like the environment that you are growing up in you have the power to
change that and that’s within these four walls. You know this can be the difference to get out of
your situation if you don’t like it. I have a student, he has older brothers who have been in a lot
of trouble and earlier this year, he pulled out a BB gun and shot a girl at the park. I told him if
the police had got involved this could have been very bad. You’re in a time in your life where
you gotta make the decision, are you going to be the gangbanger or are you going to try and
study and change your path?”
The Nontitle I teachers did not have experiences in the classroom such as students
throwing chairs or threatening to kill people. “My class actually amazes me” said Sally a
Nontitle I teacher, “they really work well together and work out their differences, it isn’t that
way every year but in general our worst problems are kids being distracting or not working”.
Kelly, a Title I teacher, has spent this year dealing with a student who injures other students and
adults, “he punched the behavior specialist and they still sent him back to my room” she
continued, “so when A_______ is in the room, our purpose that day is survival, keeping the other
kids safe and away from him”.
Summary
Chapter four provides a logical sequence of findings in terms of themes developed from
participant responses. The chapter begins with a narrative about each participant. Pseudonyms
are used during a rich description of each participant that includes their teacher education
experience, personal demographics and current teaching position. Themes for each data
collection method are then discussed in the order in which the data was collected: online
discussions, interviews and reflections. The chapter concludes with the answers to the three
research questions using themes that were evident in each of the data collection methods as well
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as participant quotes.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
Overview
The purpose of this study was to compare the beliefs of teachers in a Title I school to the
beliefs of teachers in a Nontitle I school. The beliefs under investigation were; what teachers
believe about themselves as teachers, what teachers believe about students and what teachers
believe about the purposes of education. The chapter begins with a summary of the findings,
followed by a discussion of the findings, their implications for education and their relationships
to previous and future research. The theoretical, practical and empirical implications of this
study will be discussed followed by delimitations and limitations. The chapter concludes with
recommendations for future research.
Summary of Findings
This research showed that Title I teachers and Nontitle I teachers are similar in many
beliefs. The beliefs in which they differ are, most likely caused by environmental factors rather
than internal or personal beliefs. Three of the ten participants have experience in both Title I
schools and Nontitle I schools and spoke to this fact, that it requires a different mindset to teach
in a Title I school than what is required to teach in a Nontitle I school.
What Do Teachers Believe About Themselves as Teachers?
Teachers believe that they learned what they believe students, about education and about
theirself as a teacher, through experience. They believe that a teacher must feel confident in
themselves and in what they are teaching and that teachers need colleagues, especially in their
beginning years. Experienced teachers believe that new teachers feel alone and overwhelmed
because they lack the teacher comradery that is crucial to a sense of belonging as well as
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providing valuable advice in the day to day happenings of a school.
Title I teachers mentioned “discipline” as their top “new teacher struggle” whereas
Nontitle I teachers mentioned “reaching every student of teaching in a way that kids could
understand”. This difference is most likely attributed to the fact that Nontitle I teachers also
commented that they had few behavior problems and parental help in this area whereas, Title I
teachers are overwhelmed with behavior problems and little parent support.
What Do Teachers Believe About Student Learning?
Title I and Nontitle I teachers believe that what a teacher believes can affect the students
whether the beliefs are positive or negative. There were no differences in this area. Teacher
experiences that formed this belief were often personal experiences of teachers in their own K-12
education. Negative experiences with teachers who yelled too much or made one feel stupid
later reversed with positive experiences of teachers who were happy and enjoyed their job and
teachers who took the time to teach in a way the student could finally understand the concept.
Several teachers made comments similar to, “when someone makes such a huge positive impact
in your life you don’t forget it and then I wanted to be that person for someone else”.
All of the teachers in this research considered themselves positive thinkers and stated
they made every effort to be positive with their students. Three of them mentioned “I don’t ever
want to be that teacher that a student remembers years later as having made them feel bad or
inferior”. Lesser themes included; beliefs that certain students cannnot succeed in certain
subjects (girls in math), students with certain disabilities should meet the same standards as other
students and if students aren’t working they should miss recess.
What Do Teachers Believe About the Purposes of Education?
The third research question centered on the purposes of education. Elementary school
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curriculums are foundational in nature as they are the beginning of one’s formal education.
However, there is still some leeway in many elementary schools, to include the arts, humanities
or citizenship. Title I and Nontitle I, teachers all supported curriculums that included art, music,
gym and technology. One of the Title I schools mentioned they don’t currently teach art or
music because their test scores are so low they spend all their time on reading, language and
math but the teachers really wished their students were able to have those subjects as well as
science. This particular school also has a high percentage of ESL students who spend part of
their time with an English Second Language teacher, which takes up some of their class time as
well.
Both cases supported teaching good citizenship and character and both preferred that it
not be mandated by the corporation. Teachers felt that this is not a “one size fits all” topic and
that sometimes these issues are best taught as life lessons when opportunities arise and they need
to be taught in terms and experiences our particular kids understand. The life experiences of a
child living in a wealthy suburb are very different than a child living on the south side in the
projects. The stories, examples and role plays will not fit both of them simultaneously. Nontitle
I schools do offer more options for related arts but they also have more time to fill as they don’t
need ESL, emotional and behavioral classes or remediation classes for math and ELA.
Discussion of Findings and Literature
This section will discuss the findings in relationship to the empirical and theoretical
literature discussed in chapter two. I begin with the theoretical section followed by the empirical
section.
Theoretical Literature Discussion
Kegan’s Constructive Development Theory offers an explanation on how teachers
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develop, implement and change their beliefs over time and as they gain teaching experience
(Erikson, 2006). Bandura’s Theory of Self-Efficacy explains how these beliefs, whether positive
or negative, affect the teacher and therefore affect the students (Bandura, 1976). It was agreed
by Title I and Nontitle I teachers that one must experience teaching to know what they believe
about education, believe about themselves as a teacher and believe about students. Experience is
the number one method for building positive self-efficacy listed in Bandura’s Theory of Selfefficacy (Bandura, 1976). There are times one may think they know how they will react to a
particular situation or that they may know what they want when they make a decision, only to
find out later they were mistaken.
Nora wrote about her many years of teaching second grade, the entire time thinking this
was the perfect grade level for her. When a staffing change caused an “excess” and she was
moved from second to fourth she was quite dismayed. “It didn’t take long though,” said Nora,
before I realized that I was actually better suited to uppergrades, I loved fourth grade!” Watez, a
second-year teacher, stated in his interview that he was sorely mistaken when he took a position
as first grade teacher his first year. He was on a temporary license and taking credits in an
alternative certification program so at that time he had zero experience making lesson plans,
controlling a classroom or dealing with administrators. “I just knew I loved kids and they were
little so it couldn’t be too bad but man, trying to teach someone to read when they don’t know
anything, that’s tough! It was a horrible year, all these people in suits and from the state kept
coming in trying to help me and administrators kept telling me how to teach but it was bad. I’m
not a crier but I literally asked the teacher next door one day if she could watch my class for a
minute and I just sat and cried.”
Kegan’s (2006) Constructive Development Theory Seventy plus percent of adults
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stagnate in stage three which is characterized by “relationships, peers/mentors, ideologies,
cultures and circumstances” (Kegan, 2006). Even if an adult continues to grow and reaches
stage five in their life, it is estimated that in the twenties, most adults are in stage three. This
would encompass the vast majority of new teachers. People from birth to approximately 20,
view life rules/punishments, black/white and their personal agenda. They understand life from
the outside-in which means their understanding is largely what they see and hear from the people
and the environment around them. Stage three, where life is viewed through relationships,
peers/mentors, ideologies and circumstances, is the bridge from “understanding life from the
outside-in to understanding life from the inside-out.”
As Michael stated, “teachers believe something or they wouldn’t be doing this job” and
that includes new brand new teachers. Unfortunately, they don’t often know what they believe;
in the same way a seven year old girl does not yet know what she believes about motherhood.
She knows what a mother is and what a mother does but she can’t put into words the emotions of
a mother or the care she has for her children, it’s beyond one’s comprehension until it is
experienced. New teachers, except for the few that have had extensive experience working in
daycares or as teachers aides, can’t put into words why a teacher may wrestle with giving a
student the failing grade he earned, why she is so disappointed when two students fight on the
playground, or why she lets one student walk around the room while he works on his iPad but
requires the other children to sit. New teachers don’t always understand the pushback given by
their colleagues when curriculums or activities are mandated, they wonder why it matters which
book you use or which activity you use?
Stage four of Kegan’s Constructive Development Theory (Kegan, 1983) includes
characteristics like self-authored, internal and independent. Teachers in both Title I schools and
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Nontitle I schools referenced these characteristics. Tonya, a teacher of thirty plus years, said “I
listen to the PD but if it doesn’t apply to me, I shut my door and do what I know is best for kids”,
she teaches independently from what authorities tell her to do if she knows it isn’t the best thing
to do for her students. Kelly, Title I teacher with 18 years experience, said “I try the new
methods for behavior but if it doesn’t work real quick I have to do what I know will work or
someone is going to get hurt. They tell me not to hold T__________ but if I don’t, someone else
is going to get punched in the face while I wait for help from the office”. Cheryl mentioned how
the belief changes with experience, “my first year here (Title I school), coming from a small
private school was, well, it was just survival. I lived off the teacher manuals. It takes a while to
learn how to relate to kids that are different than what you are used too, but now I know I will
never leave here”. These teachers are examples of stage four, they are independent in their
thinking, their beliefs are self-authored but based upon their past experiences which parallels
Bandura’s theory as well.
Stage five in Kegan’s theory is characterized with these words; integrated, higher-order
values and outward focus. Jolie, a current Title I teacher but experienced six of her eight years in
a wealthy Nontitle I school, said her job has two major goals, “to prepare students to live the life
they want to live and prepare them to live the life society needs them to live, whether that’s
being a doctor, a politician, an artist or just a decent human being”. This statement is an example
of a belief exhibiting higher order thinking, it is more than passing standardized tests and more
than making sure they move on to the next grade. It exhibits the mindset that a goal of education
is to create a “contributing citizen to society”. Wyatt also expressed a higher order value when
he said “I like to think that I’m helping them grow as a student and as a person. Do I always care
that they get the right answer, no. Do I care how they act after they get the wrong answers, more
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times than not. I don’t want them to throw a fit. They’re going to have to learn from their
mistakes whether it’s socially or academically and figure out how to respond the right way”.
Empirical Discussion of Findings
This study extends and corroborates with previous research on teacher beliefs. A 2018
qualitative multiple case research study examined the beliefs and practices of three teachers who
taught failing high school students to read, so well, that they consistently scored 10% higher than
their peers (Schmid, 2018). These successful teachers had certain beliefs in common; they
believed that all students could and would learn, they believed that student learning was a direct
reflection of their teaching and they believed that for learning to take place they must provide
appropriate instruction (Schmid, 2018). Every participant in this research believed that every
student can learn (Table 4) and all participants felt that it was important for teachers to “own”
student learning. They felt it was their responsibility to ensure student learning which coincides
with the above opinion that the teachers felt student learning was a direct reflection of their
teaching.
Teachers must believe all students can learn or they may eventually give up on a student.
Sara and Tonya both stated “students know when a teacher gives up on them”. Teachers in this
current study, as well as teachers in the aforementioned study, take ownership of the student
learning. Teachers taking ownership of student learning is exhibited through comments such as;
they believe for student learning to take place they must plan appropriate lessons (Schmid,
2018), if a student doesn’t get it the way I taught it then I need to find another way to teach it
(Nora) and if the student is trying and still doesn’t get it, that’s my fault, I need to teach it
another way (Sara).
When teachers are allowed to be creative in their lesson planning and are not required to
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use scripted lessons, then they are much more likely to own the student learning process. It isn’t
that teachers don’t understand the need for manuals and scripted lessons, Nora says “new
teachers with no idea of the best order in which to teach standards need that guidance but
experienced teachers have already learned what works best, we should be able to be creative”.
Cheryl also referenced the need in the early, “that first year you survive on teacher manuals, so
when they took those away new teachers struggled”.
The teachers participating in this research are employed by a corporation that is hoping to
implement a scripted reading series for elementary schools in the next year. Two of the teachers
in this study are currently using the series as they work in a “trial” school, meaning that school is
trying the curriculum to see how it works before it is purchased for the entire corporation.
Cheryl said “I think it’s good for the younger teachers and it’s good that we are all teaching the
same thing at the same time, however, the way we teach and supplement the lessons is our own
choosing”. Tonya teaches in a school where the leadership team voted down the series, “I
looked through that manual and didn’t want any part of it, it’s not just that it’s scripted, you
should read the stories they put in there, all about the alphabet sounds coming from the spirits of
the earth, it was weird, not stories for kindergartners”.
Limited teacher creativity was a code mentioned by four of the ten teachers in this study.
Creativity is listed as one of the top Century 21 Skills for students and much research has been
done to discover the best methods of cultivating creativity among students. It would stand to
reason that creative teachers would be needed to foster student creativity and the teachers in this
study do not believe scripted lessons and mandated curriculums lead to creativity for either
students or teachers.
This research found that teacher beliefs are formed by experience. Lortie’s (1975)
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“apprentice of observation” states that students spend over 1000 hours in school observing
teachers. Depending on the teachers you were fortunate or unfortunate enough to have, you may
develop a belief that teachers are awesome, that teachers are just people doing a job or that
teachers are mean, authoritative people. The teacher’s belief about themselves as teachers and
about their job affects the students from day one.
Blazer and Kraft (2017) have extensively studied and written about the effects of teacher
beliefs and attitudes on students. They found that upper-elementary teachers have large effects
on self-reported measures of students’ self-efficacy in math, happiness and behaviors of students.
Two of the participants in this research are examples of Lortie’s “apprenticeship of observation”,
to the extent that due to an amazing teacher in their K-12 education, they wanted to become a
teacher. Two other participants are also examples of the “apprenticeship of observation” but
come from the opposite view that they did not think much of their teachers and wanted to be a
teacher to prove that learning could be fun.
Nora is an example of a teacher who meets students where they are and tries to make a
difference in their life that they will always remember. The type of teacher Blazer and Kraft
(2017) studied and wrote about. Students who have a difficult third grade year, come to her
fourth grade class and are different students; or students are well-behaved in her fourth grade
class but move on to fifth grade and have a horrible year. She is aware of this reputation and
says the secret is “meeting kids where they are, the bar isn’t in the same place for all of them,
they have different needs, set them up for success”. She learned this from experience and from
good teachers around her in her first years of teaching which leads us to a second point found in
this research; teachers need comradery or fellowship with other teachers. This is especially true
of new teachers who often feel they teach in isolation.
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“Struggles of new teachers” was a recurrent theme throughout this study and two specific
struggles, discipline and classroom management, mirror those of new teachers in both types of
schools. “Practice shock” (Day, 1999), is the experience the new teacher has that first week of
school when her best laid plans and preconceived ideas of that the profession was going to be,
are completely shattered. Teachers in this study say “it can only be learned on the job” and it
was suggested by Tonya that teachers “need more time being in control of a classroom, like a
year long internship”. Kelly stated “student teaching isn’t the same as your own class because
the class is already set-up, the discipline plan is in place so the first time you have to do all that
it’s hard”. This “practice shock” (Day, 1999), requires new teachers to lean on colleagues and
mentor teachers (Caspserrsen & Raaen, 2012).
New teachers may try several methods of management before they find the one that
works for them but that struggle might be lessened if colleagues can time to spend with the new
teacher. Seven of ten participants in this study report having had a neighboring teacher that
supported them through their first year. Sara believes that social media is partly to blame for the
lack of this incidental mentoring in today’s schools, “now teachers might send an email and ask
how things are going but a new teacher is going to say “fine” if she doesn’t know you, that’s why
I always stop by in person and ask specific questions”.
A recent study found that teacher participation in high-depth meetings strongly predicted
the formation of new advice seeking ties (Horn, Garner, Chen & Frank, 2020). The study also
makes it clear that 20-30 minute common plan times or PLC’s (professional learning
community) are not the same as a high-depth meeting arranged to facilitate teacher relationships
and transfers of knowledge from experienced to new teachers. Wolgast and Fischer (2017)
found in a longitudinal study of 2,648 teachers that perceived stress correlated negatively with
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colleague support and positively with frequency of cooperation. Six of ten participants in this
study mentioned the need for quality common plan time, not directed or dictated by
administrators, to help new teachers understand what the other grade level teachers are doing.
Implications
The theoretical, empirical and practical implications are discussed in this section.
Implications are discussed in light of the theories used to frame this research, current research
supporting this study and applications teacher mentor programs and teacher education in local
colleges.
Theoretical Implications
This research is framed by two theories, Kegan’s (2006) Constructive Development
Theory and Bandura’s (1972) Theory of Self-Efficacy. New teachers, age wise, fall into stage
three of Kegan’s theory (2006), as do seventy plus percent of most adults. Theoretically, if
teachers were aware of the stages of adult in the same manner that they are aware of the learning
stages of children, they could make choices to progress and take ownership of their beliefs. This
research found that many teachers are unaware of their beliefs in some instances but when they
were given time to think it over and run through examples in their mind, they generally find they
do have a belief. When someone verbalizes their belief it is easier to change it if necessary.
Bandura’s Theory (1972) is very helpful in this research as he states, self-efficacy is best
formed through experiences. There are many issues that a first year teacher faces, of which she
has no experience on how to deal with that issue. That most likely accounts for the mistakes and
poor discipline of many first year teachers. Once again, teachers in this study stated that having
a teacher to offer advice on how to handle certain issues and parents, is crucial to a successful
first year. New teacher training could include Bandura’s Theory in their trainings so that young
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adults could have a visual of how their mindset was developed and how it may need to change or
grow in the future.
Implications for administrators and teacher mentors wishing to increase teacher
awareness of beliefs would be to, first explain the Constructive Development Theory (Kegan,
2006) and Bandura’s Self-Efficacy Theory (1972) so teachers could have a visual of how beliefs
are formed and an understanding that beliefs can change. School sponsored professional
development would most likely be the best method as the administrator knows his staff and
would be able to assess their level of understanding so as not to reteach unnecessary information.
Capable teachers could lead discussions of; the differences between positive and negative
beliefs, the impacts the beliefs have on students and how to change negative beliefs. Personal
stories from teachers would be welcomed and used as testimonies to the importance of positive
beliefs.
Empirical Implications
The theme of classroom discipline and management were the predominant issues cited by
teachers in this research. Title I teachers had more instances of theses codes than the Nontitle I
teachers. Title I schools have 76%, or more, of their students on free and reduced lunch. Fall of
2017, the percentage of students in high poverty (Title I) schools was higher than the percentage
of low poverty schools (Nontitle I). Referring to public schools only, the difference was 25% to
21% (U.S. Department of Education, 2020). The implication for this study is that the
experiences of the Title I teachers participating are similar to more pubic schools teachers than
the experiences of teachers of the Nontitle I teachers. Therefore, recommendations for public
school Title I professional development would include focusing on beliefs concerning student
behaviors and student learning. Deficiencies in these areas at Title I schools are often handled
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by the parents.
This study showed that teachers in Title I schools deal with more behavior problems and
more extreme behavior problems than teachers in Nontitle I schools. Poverty, defined by living
2-4 years below the low-income threshold, is associated with a higher likelihood of physical
aggression and hyperactivity. Overprotection and maternal depression symptoms were often
observed. (Mazza, et.at., 2016). Living in a household with one or more parent experiencing a
substance use disorder is very common in Title I schools and affects the children’s school
attendance and school performance. The number of children in this situation has risen
alarmingly over the past few years. The number of children aged 6-11 who lived with at least one
parent experiencing at substance use disorder was 2.8 million in 2009, by 2014 this number rose
to 11.8 million (Lipari & Van Horn, 2017). These parents fail to meet obligations at work,
home or their child’s school which causes the child to live in a lower socioeconomic status and
increases their difficulties in academic and social settings (Lipari & Van Horn, 2017). This fact
is behind the no homework policy of Title I teachers or homework that isn’t graded. It does
more harm than good to many of the students because no one is there to help them or sign off
that they completed a task. Cheryl said, “I remind the kids that when you walk through the door
you are safe, loved and cared for so let’s get to work and change our lives”.
Practical Implications
New teacher struggles and handling student behaviors were the top two themes of this
research. New teacher struggles can be divided into two main categories; classroom
management and lesson planning. Handling student behaviors was only a theme for Title I
schools, new teacher struggles was a theme in both cases. Handling student behaviors can be
divided into extreme classroom disruptions and group drama.
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The U.S. Department of Education reports that 50% of new teachers in urban public
schools feel ready to handle a wide range of classroom management issues and discipline. The
percentage of teachers feeling ready in high poverty schools was slightly lower at 48%
(U.S.D.E., 2018). However, once beginning teachers enter the classroom the expectations of
what the perceived the education profession to be and the realities of the education profession
can be very different (Melnick & Meisten, 2008). This study showed that to be true in several
instances but for different reasons. One reason is because a teacher may be teaching in a setting
that is unfamiliar to them due to location, ethnicity, socioeconomic status or intelligence levels.
Teachers who attended small, rural schools where everyone in their class was generally the same
race, income level and family type may find themselves unable to relate to urban children of
various races who live in dysfunctional homes. It is difficult to understand the mindset of people
with different life situations than yourself until you spend time with them. The implications of
this research could be to address this issue in a class but the problem with that, as Wyatt stated”
is that “you don’t know you need some things until you experience it and it’s easy to sit through
a class and act like you are paying attention when you are not”.
A better solution might be to address the issue in a building orientation program at the
new teacher’s particular school. The implications of this study lends itself to the betterment of
teacher mentor programs in several areas. The teachers in this study felt they were adequately
prepared for their teaching job, they also felt there were many things they learned the first year
that had to be learned by experiencing them. Dealing with people groups unfamiliar to you is
one of those issues but a mentor in the school could provide some insight into the best methods
of dealing with students who come from a home where no parent may have been present before
the child went to bed or one or more parents may be incarcerated. It is also important to know
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how to handle ethnic groups and religious customs that vary from the mainstream, these
differences can be personally handled by older students but elementary students expect their
teacher to know everything.
For example, schools who have Jehovah Witness students know that those students will
ask to leave the room if the school talks about or celebrates holidays but a new teacher may not
know this and that could be addressed by a coll. Many teachers are unfamiliar with what it is
like to be poor. Even if we think we know, many of us find out we do not really know what it’s
like, when we take a poverty quiz or read “Rules of Being Poor” which you can find on google.
Issues of understanding others could be addressed in building orientation programs which would
enable each school to address issues specific to their school.
A second idea to aid new teachers would be for the administrator to arrange times for a
colleague in the same grade level to spend time with the new teacher. Develop a relationship so
that the new teacher feels comfortable asking questions and advice, it is impossible to address
every issue that might arise, in an orientation to the building. The building administrator is the
person who will be evaluating the new teacher so, in place of corporation teacher mentor
programs, this research implies that building administrators should be more active in
communicating and orienting their new teachers.
Building administrators could develop the orientation program for new teachers, it
would be suited to their building and their particular needs and include the procedures and details
the administrator most wants his teachers to know. The principal could then assign a colleague
mentor to do whatever the new teacher needs done to be able to succeed. This could include but
is not limited to; aid in lesson planning, team teach so the new teacher can actually watch a
veteran deliver a lesson, aid the new teacher in setting up a discipline plan and help correct the
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mistakes made along the way, observe the new teacher early on to help her understand areas of
strengths and weaknesses. It is imperative that the teacher feels confident she is not being
judged but is being supported and encouraged to be her best. Administrators who are cognizant
of their employee’s strengths and weaknesses can hopefully choose the right teacher to mentor
someone and provide the extra time needed to do so.
Teacher internships could also be an option for getting through that first year. The
program could work much like medical internships. A corporation could pay the intern a fulltime salary comparable to what the corporation pays substitute teachers. The intern would work
in four different areas or schools throughout the year to vary her experience, one placement per
grading period. The intern would have her substitute license and have the ability to sub
anywhere in the building when needed, when not substitute teaching she would be with her
assigned mentor teacher. Mentor teachers would undergo paid training that would inform them
of the goals of the program and appropriate tasks and duties for the intern to preside over.
Since most new teachers need experience in handling groups of students, recess and
lunch duties are a perfect way to give that experience and provide learning moments on the
nature of children for the intern. The teacher would also provide opportunities for the intern to
help plan and deliver lessons, collect data, lead class projects, communicate with parents, arrange
the room, handle discipline, plan school functions and attend parent conferences. It is important
for beginning teachers to see how veteran teachers open and close a room both of which are
missed during regular student teaching. They need to know how colleague disagreements and
problems are handled and how to deal with bus drivers, custodians and cafeteria personnel.
Administrators should choose the mentor teacher carefully and the mentor teacher should be
compensated for their time. The school will benefit from an in-house substitute, a more qualified
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teacher’s aide than many people hired to aide teachers and a possible teacher recruit for an
upcoming vacancy.

Delimitations and Limitations
Delimitations of this study include two cases, divided into Title I and Nontitle I, only
elementary K-5 teachers and all teachers in one school corporation. The study was limited to
elementary teachers because some beliefs may change due to the age of the students so
comparisons were better made if all teachers were in the same general grade levels. One
corporation was chosen to time, distance and covid restraints. The cases Title I and Nontitle I
were chosen because the researcher perceived those cases to yield the largest variance in beliefs.
Limitations are that the participants are not unevenly divided between Title I and Nontitle
I teachers due to the inability to recruit Nontitle I teachers. A second limitation was that many of
the interviews were conducted virtually during quarantine or summer vacation which eliminated
the ability of the researcher to see the teacher’s room décor and describe the setting.
Recommendations for Future Research
Research on this topic could be extended by studying teachers in different types of Title I
and Nontitle I schools. Research could be conducted to understand why teachers believe what
they believe, how negative beliefs can be changed and what types of programs might benefit
young teachers in developing belief systems and becoming secure in who they are as a teacher.
To better understand the plight of new teachers and hopefully decrease the number of young
teachers leaving the profession, a phenomenological study could be conducted making sure to
have at least one novice teacher in each of the following categories: successful first year, poor
first year but stuck with it, poor first year and quit, first year from traditional four year college
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program, first year from an alternative licensing program, first year is teaching/subbing while
obtaining certification. This study found several possible significant differences between these
types of teachers that could possibly be helpful in planning teacher mentor programs for all
beginning teachers.
A mixed methods study would also be helpful as it would allow for qualitative surveys to
compare with qualitative data and possibly provide a clearer picture of what teachers believe and
why. This might lead to greater in-depth thinking on the issues and avoid rambling thoughts and
examples. To better prepare materials or courses for teacher mentoring programs, it would be
helpful to investigate systemic thought patterns in our society that might need to be altered to
pave the way for more positive beliefs about ourselves and others.
Comparative research, examining a comparing various types and methods of teacher
mentoring, would be a necessary step before conducting research specifically for developing
mentor programs. Much could be accomplished in this area simply by individual teachers who
are aware of what they believe, why they believe it and what should be changed for the
betterment of themselves and their students.
Summary
Teacher beliefs is an inexhaustible topic and goes much deeper than this research.
Beliefs are what causes some to succeed and others to fail, and they are crucial to teachers as
teachers are developing the minds of tomorrow’s leaders. Just as importantly, teachers are also
developing the hearts of tomorrow’s leaders. Beliefs are difficult to change but the easiest way
to get that done is to change one’s heart. The value of an excellent teacher is immeasurable, how
can we put a price on the teacher who makes a difference to the next Abraham Lincoln, Martin
Luther King, Steve Jobs or the scientist who discovers the cure for cancer?
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This research hopes to aid in developing quality teacher orientation programs as well as
colleague mentors. In the long run, it could aid in supporting teacher internships that lead into
full-time jobs and/or masters degrees at participating institutions. Internships are a requirement
in the programs that train professionals to care for our bodies, let’s give the same quality of care
to our minds.
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APPENDIX A

Dr. Tom Tom
Superintendent West Corp.
Evansville, IN, 47712

REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH

To whom it may concern,
My name is Tammy Nolan and I am a graduate student at Liberty University in Lynchburg, VA.
The research I wish to conduct for my qualitative dissertation is an investigation of teacher
beliefs in two different elementary schools. This project will be conducted under the supervision
of (chair) and (committee member).
I am hereby seeking your consent to contact elementary teachers at West School and East School
about participating in my research.
I have enclosed a copy of the proposal which includes information on the research design,
methods, interview and interview questions, observation protocol, the intent of the research and
data analysis.
Upon completion of the study I intend to seek a publisher for the findings among educational
journals.

Sincerely,

Tammy Nolan
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APPENDIX B
Participant Questionnaire
Thank you for your interest in participating in this research. In order to conduct a balanced study
we need participants to vary on certain characteristics. Please circle an answer to each item and
thank you in advance!

1.Gender

Male

2. Age

20-30

Female

31-40
41-50
51-60
60 +
3.Years of teaching experience

1-3
4-10
11-20
21-30
31 +
K 1st

4.Teaching position

Pre-K

5.Degree Level

Bachelors

2nd

3rd 4th

Masters

5th

Specialist

Doctorate

6.Perceived self-efficacy in regards to teaching

Low

Average

High

7.Perceived administrator support

Low

Average

High
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APPENDIX C
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
CONSENT FORM FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION
Study Title: Multiple-Case Study: Teacher Beliefs in Elementary School
Principal Investigator:
Student Researcher:
IRB Study Number:
I am a doctoral student at Liberty University, in the School of Education. I am planning to conduct a
research study, in which I invite you to participate. This form has important information about the
reason for doing this study, what we will ask you to do if you decide to be in this study, and the way we
would like to use information about you if you choose to be in the study.
Why are you doing this study?
You are being asked to participate in a research study about teacher beliefs in an elementary school.
The purpose of the study is to discover teacher beliefs about education, students and student learning
about teachers themselves.
[What will I do if I choose to be in this study?
You will be interviewed, be observed in the classroom, submit various documents of your choosing and
keep a reflective online journal.
Study time: Study participation will take approximately one semester.
Study location: All study procedures will take place at your school.
I would like to audio-record the interview to make sure that I remember accurately all the information
you provide. I will keep the data in my office and they will only be used by myself. If you prefer not to
be audio-recorded, I will take notes instead.
I may quote your remarks in presentations or articles resulting from this work. A pseudonym will be
used to protect your identity, unless you specifically request that you be identified by your true name.

What are the possible risks or discomforts?
To the best of our knowledge, the things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you would
experience in everyday life.

What are the possible benefits for me or others?
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You may personally benefit from realizing beliefs you have about yourself, students and student
learning. Others will benefit from learning about how teacher beliefs affect teacher behaviors.
How will you protect the information you collect about me, and how will that information be shared?
Results of this study may be used in publications and presentations. Your study data will be handled as
confidentially as possible. If results of this study are published or presented, individual names and other
personally identifiable information will not be used.
We may share the data we collect from you for use in future research studies or with other researchers
– if we share the data that we collect about you, we will remove any information that could identify you
before we share it.
Financial Information
Participation in this study will involve no cost to you. You will not be paid for participating in this study.
What are my rights as a research participant?
Participation in this study is voluntary. You do not have to answer any question you do not want to
answer. If at any time and for any reason, you would prefer not to participate in this study, please feel
free not to. If at any time you would like to stop participating, please tell me. We can take a break, stop
and continue at a later date, or stop altogether. You may withdraw from this study at any time, and you
will not be penalized in any way for deciding to stop participation.
If you decide to withdraw from this study, the researchers will ask you if the information already
collected from you can be used.
Who can I contact if I have questions or concerns about this research study?
If you have questions, you are free to ask them now. If you have questions later, you may contact the
researcher; Tammy Nolan,

Consent
I have read this form and the research study has been explained to me. I have been given the
opportunity to ask questions and my questions have been answered. If I have additional
questions, I have been told whom to contact. I agree to participate in the research study
described above and will receive a copy of this consent form.

______________________________________________________
Participant’s Name (printed)

______________________________________________________ ________________
Participant’s Signature
Date
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APPENDIX D
IRB Approval

November 20, 2020
Tammy Nolan
James Swezey
Re: IRB Exemption - IRB-FY20-21-99 Teacher Beliefs in Title I Schools Compared to Teacher
Beliefs in Nontitle I Schools
Dear Tammy Nolan, James Swezey:
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application in
accordance with the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study to be exempt from further IRB review.
This means you may begin your research with the data safeguarding methods mentioned in
your approved application, and no further IRB oversight is required.
Your study falls under the following exemption category, which identifies specific situations
in which human participants research is exempt from the policy set forth in 45 CFR 46:
101(b):
Category 2.(iii). Research that only includes interactions involving educational tests
(cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures, or
observation of public behavior (including visual or auditory recording) if at least one of the
following criteria is met:
The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the identity
of the human subjects can readily be ascertained, directly or through identifiers linked to
the subjects, and an IRB conducts a limited IRB review to make the determination required
by §46.111(a)(7).
Your stamped consent form can be found under the Attachments tab within the Submission
Details section of your study on Cayuse IRB. This form should be copied and used to gain
the consent of your research participants. If you plan to provide your consent information
electronically, the contents of the attached consent document should be made available
without alteration.
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Please note that this exemption only applies to your current research application, and any
modifications to your protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification
of continued exemption status. You may report these changes by completing a modification
submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
If you have any questions about this exemption or need assistance in determining whether
possible modifications to your protocol would change your exemption status, please email
us at irb@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
G. Michele Baker, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional Research
Research Ethics Office
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APPENDIX E
Interview Protocol
Introduction: Greet and introduce self if needed, ask interviewee if this is still a good time and
place? Assure participant that they can refrain from answering any question that they choose,
they may explain answers as they wish and, request permission to record interview as well as
take notes.
Interview questions:
Open-Ended Interview Questions – Multiple Case Study: Teacher Beliefs in Elementary Schools
1. Please introduce yourself.
2. Please tell me about your teacher education preparation and student teaching experience.
How do you feel about the quality of your undergraduate preparation for real-world
teaching?
3. Please tell me about the ways your teaching career has been what you thought it would and
how it has differed from what you expected.
4. What is your philosophy of education?
5. How did you determine this philosophy? What experiences shaped your philosophy?
6. How do you feel about students who are unprepared for class? In your opinion, what is your
role in solving this issue?
7. Think of a time you made a mistake in front of students. Describe the scene, such as what
the students were doing, what were you doing or teaching. What was the mistake?

How

did you feel and how did you handle it?
8. What were your worst struggles as a new teacher. How did the struggles make you feel? In
your opinion could the struggles have been avoided and if so how?
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9. What do you see when you look at your class of students? What do you hear in your
conversations with students? Describe concrete perceptions as well as abstract perceptions.
10. What do you believe is the teacher’s role in handling student emotions such as; classroom
drama, baggage from home, anger issues etc.
11. What experience do you have with students who refuse to learn or do their work? In your
opinion who is ultimately responsible for student learning; the teacher, the student or the
parents?
12. How do you feel about the amount of student data you are asked to collect? What types of
data are you required to collect? What is your belief about the importance of the data you
are required to collect?
13. In your opinion, what is the teacher’s responsibility concerning student physical needs?
Emotional needs?
14. Think of a classroom situation while you were in charge, that was spiraling out of control.
How did it make you feel? What action did you take?
15. When a child is not learning or progressing what behaviors do you see from them? What do
you hear them say? What do you see them do?
16. When you were a student, what action did you take when you did not understand an
assignment? On whom would you place the blame for your lack of understanding? What
do you expect your students to do in this situation?
17. Think of two teachers you remember from your K-12 education, one you remember
favorably and one unfavorably. What characteristics or behaviors made each teacher either
favorable or unfavorable?
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18. Describe any “aha” moments or epiphany’s you have had during your career, positive or
negative. Did any of these “moments” result in an awareness of a belief or result in a
changed belief?
19. In your opinion, how important is it for a teacher to know what they believe about teaching?
In your opinion, how do these beliefs affect one’s teaching practice?
20. In your opinion, how important is it for a teacher to know what they believe about students
and student learning? How do these beliefs affect the teacher’s relationships with students?
21. Think of a situation where a teacher’s beliefs about teaching or the student determine the
outcome of the learning, either positive or negative. Walk me through the scenario and help
me understand the teacher’s beliefs and how they affected the outcome.
22. This research hopes to set the stage for more rigorous and ongoing professional
development for teachers in the area of teacher beliefs and teacher philosophy. What
experiences do you have with professional development, what is beneficial and what isn’t
and why is some professional development helpful and some isn’t? In your opinion how
could professional development or teacher education coursework on teacher beliefs be
beneficial to early career teachers?
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APPENDIX F
Asynchronous Discussion Prompts
Participant instructions: Please respond to the prompt with an initial post and reply to at
least one other participant, you may reply to as many as you wish.

Discussion prompt #1
Self-efficacy (the belief one has in themselves to accomplish the task at hand)
breeds success in all occupations and teaching is no exception. Students seem to
know when a teacher is nervous or unsure of her abilities. In your opinion, what
causes low self-efficacy? How can self-efficacy be increased? How does the
teacher’s self-efficacy, whether high or low, affect the students?

Discussion prompt #2
Student learning is a highly tested and discussed topic. Do all students need
to learn the same information at the same rate and at the same time as the other
students in the class? Can every student learn? Should students be allowed to move
on even if there are prior concepts they have not mastered? What are some positive
teacher beliefs concerning student learning and what are some negative teacher
beliefs concerning student learning?

Discussion prompt #3
Our world is so complex there isn’t enough time in the day for teachers to
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expose their students to every facet of a subject or for the student to take every
class.

Students and parents are often faced with the choice of choosing a

science/math/technology curriculum or a humanities curriculum (social sciences
foreign languages, music and art). Choose a side (science/math or humanities) and
write a defense as to why you think that position best serves the purposes of K-12
education.

